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ABSTRACT
There are longstanding interests in multi-material shaped charge liners for purposes
of, for example, diagnosing jet formation, overcoming coherent flow limitations, and en-
hancing behind the target effects.
This research shows the possibilities for generating stable multi-material coaxial
shaped charge jets. General design criteria and guidelines for multi-material coaxial jetting
and penetration are developed and investigated, based on experimental data and simulation
of a 100 mm charge.
Further, the influence on jet coherency and the effect of density variation on penetra-
tion is studied. Findings are in agreement with Harisson’s and Walker’s coherency theory,
showing that the flow velocity is the key factor for jet coherency. Multi-material design
concepts are presented and tested with the finite difference code ANSYS AUTODYN.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The goal of this research is to develop general criteria for generating multi-material
and coaxial jetting. Specific objectives are directed towards determining the structural
stability (and governing factors) of multi-material jets and applying the knowledge for pur-
poses of recommending a design for introduction into an University of Illinois experiment.
Unpublished experimental results of copper/zirconium shaped charge configura-
tions by Kennedy and Brown, and reported data by Chanteret are studied for purposes of
validating ANSYS AUTODYN predictions and examining a critical coherency issue, re-
spectively.
Techniques are developed for estimating mass partitioning during liner collapse,
and the rate of flow of liner mass into jet.
Motivations for the research, technical approaches and interpretation of results are
reported in the following sections.
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II. MOTIVATION
A. ADVANTAGES OF A BIMETALLIC LINER
There are long-standing interests in using multi-material shaped charge liners for
purposes of, for example:
• Diagnosing jet formation
• Overcoming limitations imposed by mechanical response, i. e. shock velocity, co-
herency
• Increasing jet ductility from exothermic inter-metallic reaction between metals dur-
ing jet formation
• Reducing cost of high density or high valued materials (e. g. gold, platinum, rhenium,
tantalum)
• Adding materials (e. g. magnesium, aluminum, titanium, zirconium, hafnium) for
enhancing behind the target effects (blast effects in the interior of penetrated targets).
• Generating coaxial bimetallic flow through the entire jet formation process for pur-
poses of protecting an environmentally reactive core, for electro/magnetic insulation,
and for application of additional chemical reactions [Duo05]
• Reducing storage hazards
In order to add specific abilities or to expand the capability of solid material liners,
a second liner material can be applied to what is then called a bimetallic liner. Bimetallic
liners have been considered in the past for various purposes. Many researches made experi-
ments with different material substitutions in the liner. These are for example replacements
at the apex, multi-layered stratified liners, base inserts, and sleeve configurations.
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Copper is the most common material used for shaped charge liners because of its
ductility, density, its relatively low cost, and machining ease. Although not unique to this
research there are several other metals that can be usefully applied, particularly in combi-
nation with copper, for increasing elements of performance. Some of these combinations
are highlighted in this research.
B. PREVIEW OF INITIAL RESULTS AND IMPLICATIONS TO PROJECT GOAL
AND OBJECTIVE
Shaped charge simulations and rod penetration simulations were conducted, both
accompanied by literature review.
The validity of the AUTODYN code to accurately predict jet formation was shown
in three cases. One involving a 42◦ copper-lined nitromethane charge, another containing
Octol explosive, and a third charge containing a 42◦ copper/zirconium lined charge.
The effect of liner angle decrease on jet coherency confirms findings reported by
Chanteret and supports conclusions made by Harrison and Walker regarding the effect of
bulk and longitudinal sound velocities. This analyses benefited from a technique used to
monitor the flow and stagnation velocities during jet formation.
Based on results from set of experiments conducted by Kennedy and simulations
conducted in this research it appears that it is possible to expect good adhesion between
materials in a coaxial jet between onset of formation to target impact in the absence of
radical differences in the charge-to-mass ratio.
General approaches for generating stable multi-material jets are shown, and a can-
didate solutions for a UIUC experiment is recommended.
For those cases where penetration enhancement is a motivation, it is shown that the
most favorable distribution in a coaxial jet is a higher density core than the surrounding
sleeve.
General techniques improving the workflow for changing geometrical setups in AU-
TODYN are presented, and the benefits of a CAD/ AUTODYN interface are discussed.
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C. RESEARCH GOAL AND OBJECTIVE
The main focus of this research is to examine effects of multi-material jet formation
and to provide guidelines for bimetallic coaxial jetting and penetration. It involves litera-
ture reviews, using the ANSYS AUTODYN code, assessment of experimental data, and a
recommendation for a UIUC experiment.
The jet formation and the eventual separation of the liner materials is one of the
main aspects that will be addressed in this research.Therefore the jet formation, resultant
jet velocity and mass distributions of different liner designs and materials will be compared.
Additionally, the importance of radial velocity gradients, shock pressures and impact forces
during collapse, and thermal expansion will be investigated.
Effects of different densities over a potential range of velocities on penetration as
well as the effect of basal liner substitutions (with different variations) will be studied.
5
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III. TECHNICAL BACKGROUND
This chapter is primarily1 based on [ZW89] and covers the relevant technical back-
ground for shaped charge jetting and penetration in this research.
A. SHORT INTRODUCTION TO SHAPED CHARGES
The beginning of shaped charge science is relatively recent, its development did not
occur in one step. A shaped charge is an explosive charge with a lined or unlined cavity.
The hollow cavity effect was observed by von Foerster in Germany in 1883 and five years
later by Munroe in the United States. This effect points to the partial focusing of explosive
gases (detonation energy) by a void cut into a piece of explosive. The hollow cavity effect is
known as the Munroe or von Foerster effect. If the cavity is unlined, a fast moving plasma
will form. A lined cavity (i.e. hemishere, conical, trumpet) will deform into a fast moving
jet of the lined material. In both cases the indentation in a target will be greater than that
from the detonation of a solid block of explosive. All other things equal, a hollow charge
with a lined cavity will cause a greater amount of target displacement than one without a
liner.
The high velocity jet (usually 7-10 km/s) is generated by high pressure at the colli-
sion interface, which causes plastic flow.
Fig. 1 provides the collapse process of a conical liner. The double-dashed line
represents the original liner shape and black material shows the momentary liner material
shape as the detonation front travels from left to right.
The military value of the shaped charge effect and contribution of the liner were
not realized until the end of the Second World War after the development of flash radio-
graphy in Germany and the United States. The development of jet formation theory and
hydrodynamic penetration theories followed.
1Additional references are denoted accordingly
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This section gives an brief overview of the development of important equations
and theories for the shaped charge concept and jet formation. The leading concepts are
presented and their applicability reviewed.
1. Nomenclature
For a better understanding of the subsequent presented theory, the parameters of a
shaped charge will be introduced.
Figure 2: Principle design parameters of a shaped charge with point initiation [ZW89]
Figure 2 provides an example for a shaped charge with the parameters:
• Case or confinement is a metallic or fiber material (i) to help in loading the charge,
(ii) to increase energy deposition from the detonation to the liner, especially along
the basal portion of the liner where explosive mass decreases, and (iii) to provide
fragmentation in antipersonnel devices as secondary application.
• LD Liner diameter is the outer diameter of the liner.
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• CD Charge diameter is the inner diameter of the case or in unconfined setups the
outer diameter of the explosive; in most cases the charge diameter is equal to the
liner diameter.
• WD Warhead Diameter is the outer diameter of the warhead.
• HE High Explosive
• Head Height Distance between the initiation point and liner apex. The radius of
curvature of the detonation front as it moves across the liner and resultant energy
coupling are governed by this distance. However, effective energy coupling dimin-
ishes with distance (i.e., HE), and after approximately 1.5 CD there is very little if
any contribution. For further information see [ZW89, p. 315].
• Standoff refers to the distance of the liner base form the target; the jet must have
time and distance to form.
2. The Gurney model [ZW98]
During the 1940s, Gurney developed equations to describe effects of explosively
driven metal plates. Explicit algebraic relationships for calculating the energy transforma-
tion of high explosive chemical energy to kinetic energy, is one relationship, the Gurney
model covers.
The Gurney energy, E, is the energy from the detonation that is responsible for
metal acceleration. Cooper and others have developed empirical relationships between
E and detonation velocity. Kennedy (a different Kennedy) derived relationships for esti-
mating the instantaneous velocities of non-fragmenting masses as functions of the Gurney
Energy and the explosive mass to inert mass ratio.
The Gurney energy refers to the Gurney energy term related to the fraction of the
energy released, that affects the motion of adjacent metal (e. g. flat plate, cylindrical wall,
spherical wall, etc.). The physical basis for this model is the conservation of momentum
and energy. Another expression, which occurs in every Gurney expression, is represented
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by the Gurney velocity coefficient
√
2E. It is used preferential in governing equations, but
values for both expressions are tabulated for explosives2.
The applicable range of the Gurney model is given by the dimensionless ratio be-
tween metal mass M and explosive mass C: 0.1 < M/C < 10.0 with an approximation
within 10 %. Typical M/C-ratios in this research are about 0.2. A further restriction is
the direction dependency of the detonation propagation which is not covered for differ-
ent propagation angles. Furthermore, the equations are only for one-dimensional motion,
rarefaction effects and shock characteristics of metals are ignored, and Gurney assumes
instantaneous acceleration of the liner. As one can see, the simplicity of the Gurney model
has inherent restrictions.
Nonetheless, in general, the final metal velocity is a direct function of the Gurney
energy term (dependent on explosive) and the metal to charge mass ratio M/C, also re-
ferred as the loading factor. A higher loading factor, i. e. more metal mass or less explosive
mass, results in a lower metal velocity. This basic relationship plays a role in using differ-
ent liner materials with the same geometrical shape, because this results in a change of M ,
thus in a change of the loading factor and velocity.
However, the Gurney method does not cover the effect of curvature (compare with
Fig. 1) and assumes the metal moving in a normal direction to its surface. The effect of a
grazing impact and resultant metal turning, for example in the treatment of the deformation
of a shaped charge liner, is more accurately covered using the Taylor angle approximation,
discussed below. The ultimate treatment is covered in finite difference and/or finite element
computations.
3. Taylor angle approximation
The Gurney model assumes that the detonation wave encounters the metal normal
to its surface. Though, in shaped charge setups the detonation wave meets the liner in a
grazing angle. The Taylor angle approximation (1941) covers grazing incidence of detona-
tion waves encountering a metal plate.
2e. g. [Coo96, ZW89]
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Figure 3: Taylor direction of metal projetion by a grazing detonation wave [ZW89, p. 64]
This model assumes no change in length, thickness, and shear flow. It implies that
the metal plate experiences only rotation. With given geometrical relations it is possible
to calculate velocity values depending on the detonation velocity and the angles. Figure
3 represents the principle for Taylor’s angle approximation. The detonation wave, with a
shock wave at the front, travels from right to left and forces the metal plate to deform. From
the geometrical relationship one can see the rotation of the plate, as point P travels with the
velocity V on the bisecting line of θ with turning point in O. OPP ′ is a isosceles triangle
representing metal plate bending related to to leading velocity vectors.
Two-dimensional hydrocode computations are relied upon for more accurate pre-
dictions of liner collapse in this research. The Gurney treatment is used only as a guide for
estimating mass substitutions.
4. Shaped charge jet formation
a. Birkhoff theory
The first theory on conical shaped charges was proposed by Birkhoff et al.
(1948), assuming the pressures during the jet formation to be sufficiently high that material
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strength does not play a role. The liner geometry is represented as a wedge with con-
stant liner angle and the material is modeled as an inviscid, incompressible fluid. Birkhoff
assumes a steady-state collapse model with constant liner collapsing velocity.
Constant jet lengths are predicted, by projections, as a result of the assump-
tions in the Birkhoff theory. But experiments show that the jet elongates due to a high-
velocity jet tip and a slower moving tail, i.e. the jet has a velocity gradient decreasing from
tip to tail. This important fact is covered by the Pugh, Eichelberger and Rostocker (PER
theory) who implemented a velocity gradient into Birkhoff’s steady-state calculations.
b. PER theory
PER theory takes into consideration the fact that the collapse of a constant
thickness conically shaped liner decreases from apex to base. The geometry used in the
model is illustrated in Figure 4.
Figure 4: Collapse process for variable velocity liner [ZW89, p 78]
The denotation wave travels along the surface APQ. For example, one liner
element at point P travels to J , and a second element at point P ′ travels to M . The element
at P ′ starts to flow later and moves therefore slower. This is an improvement to the Birkhoff
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theory. If this issue would not be taken into account, then the liner element at P ′ would
travel to point N and the collapse velocities of both liner elements would be identical. The
collapse angle increases during the formation from the steady-state β+ to β.
Figure 5: Velocity vectors for a collapsing process [ZW89, p. 79]
Essential geometries used to construct trigonometric relations, derived by
PER, are shown in Figures 5 and 6. In Fig. 5, which shows the upper half of a symmetric
conical liner, α represents the liner angle and β the liner wall collapse angle. The detonation
wave needs time to move along the liner from apex to base, this results in β being greater
than α. In a stationary coordinate system, the liner velocity is denoted by V0, UD is the
detonation velocity. The liner particles move along the liner on PQ and flow into the jet
along PA. PA is parallel to QJ ; and QJ has the same magnitude as PQ. This means, that
in a moving coordinate system the liner element velocity entering and leaving the region P
is equal.
AJ represents the velocity of the stagnation point. The stagnation point
describes the high pressure region were the liner finally divides into jet and slug. This is
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better represented in Fig. 6, which provides the relationship between the flow velocity vf ,
the liner collapse velocity V0, and the stagnation velocity vs3.
Figure 6: Relationship between velocities in the stagnation region [ZW89, p. 80]
The collapse velocity (i.e., V0) varies approximately with the Gurney solu-
tion for a tampered unsymmetric sandwich. The velocities can be expressed as
vf =





V0 cos (β − α− δ)
sin β
. (2)
In fixed coordinates, the velocities for the jet vj and the slug vslug are
vj = vs + vf , (3)
and
vslug = vs − vf , (4)
3Notation used here differs from [ZW89]
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Using equations (1) and (2) they become



















To solve the problem, relationships for V0 and for the angles are needed.
Values for V0 can be calculated with the Gurney equations. Taylor’s theory provides the
relationships to calculate the angles. To resolve the problem, former scientists simulated
the collapse of a shell and used the liner collapse data to calculate resultant relationships
(e. g. velocity, mass).
A multi-dimensional finite element hydrocode allows a better estimate for
the effects of acceleration, liner collapse and material response. The computations proceed
in one program and allow for further analyzing techniques on several parameters.
Equations for the fraction of liner mass going into jet and slug follow from
the conservation of mass and momentum, where m is the liner mass, mj and ms the jet and
slug masses, accordingly,

















As mentioned before, decrease in flow rate occurs because of the increase
in angle (liner turning), which also results in an increase in fractional mass flowing into jet.
The stagnation velocity also decreases with angle turning in accordance with Eqs. (2).
One may think that the liner angle α, and consequently the increase of β,
should be as small as possible to get a fast moving jet. Practically, this can result in no jet
formation. Jetting criteria and further flow limitations are covered by section III.B.C.
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Figure 7: Mass partition of a conical liner
The general physical merit of the PER theory has been verified by sev-
eral experiments and simulation calculations, hence it is the basis for all analytical shaped
charge jet formation models. Of course, modifications have been made, for instance to in-
clude liner thickness, densities and other constants into the the calculations. For example,
Harrison who presented the BASC4 code at the US Army Ballistic Research Laboratory
(BRL), applied modifications on the PER theory made by Defourneaux (1970) into his
analytical computer code [Har81]. Further details are discussed in section IV.D.
Another issue should be pointed out here for the case of constant thickness
conical shaped lined charges. The collapse velocities of liner segments about the apex and
just above can not reach theoretical maximum velocities (e.g., as estimated by Gurney)
because the distance from respective origins to collapse positions is too short. As a result,
resultant jet velocities from this region can be slower than those that follow. This causes
a so-called ”piling up” of the front jet particles and results in a negative velocity gradient.
Particles behind the first part of the jet push the front and form the typically shaped jet tip
presented in Fig. 9.
4BRL Analytical Shaped Charge
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Figure 8: Jet tip velocity distribution showing a negative velocity gradient near the apex
[ZW89, p. 87]
(a) FTD 13 (b) FTD 11
Figure 9: Radiographs of jet tip (both at 170 µs) illustrating the piling up of mass at the jet
tip that results from an initial negative flow velocity gradient.[KB81]
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c. General shaped charge model
The PER theory provides equations for a conically lined shaped charge. In
this section, general relationships for shaped charge configurations will be presented. The
modifications were mostly performed by Behrmann (1973) and also Carleone (1987) to
reduce the assumptions in the original theory.
The equations for velocity and mass remain the same as those estimated by





where  denotes the angle between the detonation front normal and the liner surface as-
signed at the liner surface, and UD the detonation velocity.
Figure 10: Geometrical shaped charge relationships in the generalized theory [ZW89, p]
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In order to include variable liner angle and thickness, and other initiation
types than the plane wave initiation, however, additional equations are derived by Behrmann
in accordance with the geometries shown in Figure 10:
tan(α− ) = r1 −D





(x− d)2 + (r1 −D)2
]
, (12)
r(x) = r1(x)− V0 [t(x)− T (x)] cos [α(x) + δ(x)] , (13)
Z(x) = x+ V0(x) [t(x)− T (x)] sin [α(x) + δ(x)] , (14)
were
r1 radius of liner at point x
T time for detonation wave to reach point x
t time for a point x on the liner to reach a radius r
Z corresponding x coordinate
The collapse angle from any given origin coordinate on the liner can be
estimated from the above equations. There is implicitly assumed in this model, as in the
PER theory, that the liner is incompressible and that each element of mass collapses on
the axis of symmetry. Further mathematical derivations are provided by [ZW89]. The
presented theories give an overview on the essential relationships of liner geometry, liner
collapse, and jet formation.
C. JET COHERENCE
The selection of materials is very important in the design process. Although many
applications use a copper lined charge, other materials or material combinations can be
used to enhance penetration potential and/or alternatively to affect other intended effects.
In order to understand the limitations on the material selection for the jet formation, it is
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important to understand the physics, i.e. the leading variables of flow characteristics, jet
formation and jet quality, in the jet formation region.
Fig. 11 provides the collapse region in a frame that is moving with the collapse
point. It shows the collapsing (turning) angle β, flow velocity vf , stagnation velocity vs,
and the jet velocity vj . As mentioned in section III.B.4.b, one part of the liner is flowing
into the slug, the other part flowing into the jet.
Figure 11: Flow diagram of liner material with a moving coordinate system
1. General guidelines
There are two attempts for jet coherency criteria. In the visco-plastic jet formation
theory (Godunov et al. 1975) the coherency criterion is referred to the Reynolds number
which has to be greater than two for a coherent jet. This won’t be considered in this thesis.
Based on the fact that inviscid flow occurs during the jet formation, the jetting
criteria presented in table 1 are based on the findings of Chou et al. [CCK76]. These
criteria are based on impinging shells or plates but can be applied to axisymmetrical cases
for conical shaped charges. The model provides limits for jet formation based on the sonic
condition of liner material flow through the stagnation region and a critical collapse angle.
Values of critical beta angles may be calculated for a given material with derivations and
equations presented in [CCK76].
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Collision Type Velocity Turning Angle Jetting Jet Type
subsonic (Ma < 1.0) vf ≤ c - X solid coherent
supersonic (1.0 <Ma < 5.0) vf > c β > βc X not coherent
supersonic vf > c β < βc No -
Table 1: Jetting criteria [CCK76]; (vf flow velocity, c bulk speed of sound of the material)
Harrison separately postulates that there is a flow velocity threshold that can not
support coherency. The difference between a coherent and incoherent jet is illustrated in
Figure 12.
Figure 12: Radiographs of conical copper-lined charges with (a) 40◦ and (b) 20◦ liner
angle. The jet from the 20◦ lined charge is an example of an unstable (and bifurcating) jet.
[CCK76]






where vf is the flow velocity and c0 is the bulk sound velocity of the jetting material.
Chanteret [Cha92] concluded from experimental studies that the Harrison criteria
is valid for iron, nickel, and molybdenum, in addition to copper; and that this threshold for
aluminum is in doubt. The aluminum jet tip expanded radially at much lower velocities
than expected.
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Taking the presented findings5 into account, then the bulk sound speed is one lead-
ing parameter for applicable materials. Table 2 presents the bulk sound speed c0, density
ρ0, and a calculated flow velocity limit (threshold parameter) vfl = 1.23 c0 for various
appropriate liner materials. Values for the dimensionless parameter, s, in the Hugoniot
expression are also given in Table 2.
Material c0 (km/s) s ρ0 (g/cm3) vfl
Tungsten 4.029 1.237 19.224 4.956
Tantalum 3.414 1.201 16.654 4.199
Hafnium 2.954 1.121 12.885 3.633
Molybdenum 5.124 1.233 10.206 6.303
Copper 3.940 1.489 8.930 4.846
Nickel 4.438 1.207 8.874 5.459
Zirconium 3.296 1.271 6.505 4.054
Titanium 4.877 0.767 4.528 5.999
2024 Aluminum 5.328 1.338 2.785 6.553
Table 2: Hugoniot values for liner materials and estimates of limiting flow velocity in
accordance with the Harrison Criteria.
The threshold for coherency is discussed in further detail (including recent theory)
in section IV.D.
2. Opportunities of bimetallic liners
In the previous subsection limitations for coherent jetting were described. These
limitations can be manipulated by the use of bimetallic liners. [CL95] examined the idea
of exceeding the maximal velocity for coherent copper jets. They made experiments with
two setups (the second material was nickel, partially substituting copper in both cases):
• adding material between the explosive and the copper liner (sleeve)
• replacing the apex material with a second material
5Many papers were published adding to the initial findings of Chou et al. and Harrison with various
approaches. Anyhow, it is in general agreement that the maximum velocity for a coherent jet increases with
a higher liner bulk sound speed.
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Nickel was chosen due to its higher sound speed but almost the same density as copper,
likely minimizing disturbances at the material interfaces. [CL95] used a 20◦ liner with
50 mm charge diameter to investigate means for overcoming the intrinsic coherent flow
limit for copper by substituting nickel, a faster sound velocity material in the first half
of the liner where flow is the fastest. In these experiments, a high sound speed material
(nickel) was combined with a high ductile material (copper) with the goal of a coherent jet
formation, high jet tip velocity, late jet breakup and thus high penetration performance.
For the bimetallic sleeve design, the performance did not improve, in fact the jet
was less stable. In the second design, where apex material was replaced by nickel, a stable
jet with nickel at the jet tip and copper at the rear was established. This bimetallic jet was
coherent and with a small gap between materials.
With the aforementioned jetting criteria, a stable jet will not form if vf > c. This
criterion can be expanded with a bimetallic liner; the flow velocity has just to be lower
than the highest sound speed material which leads to the assumption cI < vf < cII . cI
denotes the lower sound speed, cII the higher sound speed, accordingly. This applies for
the case where the higher sound velocity partition is composed of jetting material and the
other material goes into slug.
The materials, listed in table 2, are a selection of potential liner candidates for
bimetallic configurations. The order of Table 2 is arranged by density and thus penetration
performance which is treated in the next section. From another view, all other things equal,
the order of permissible maximum coherent flow for materials of Table 2 is given by Table
3. A combination of both, high density and high permissible coherent flow is the key for
successful shape charge applications.
D. PENETRATION THEORY
A utility of shaped charge devices is their ability to penetrate deeply and rapidly into
structures (armor, rocks, soil, wood, ice, etc.) because of intense and focused kinetic energy











Table 3: Selected materials (Tab. 2) listed by maximum coherent flow (descending order)
predictability) are discussed in this section. With the given information it is possible to
estimate penetration capabilities of shaped charge jets before conducting more vigorous
penetration simulations.
1. Hydrodynamic penetration theory
The hydrodynamic theory of shaped charge penetration is a simplification of the
Bernoulli equation where there is assume that the impact pressures far exceed the strengths
of the target and penetrator, and shock reflections and target inertia do not affect the pen-
etration process. The latter assumption imply that the penetrator is very long compared
with its diameter. The theory also assumes a steady state of the penetration process which
implies a infinitely long penetrator.
Figure 13: Jet penetration with a coordinate system moving at the penetration velocity
[ZW89, p. 132]
Fig. 13 shows a penetration model with moving coordinates. Then, the motion
of the penetration front can be noted as (V − U) with V = vj and U representing the
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penetration velocity. The rod or jet has the length l and density ρj , ρt represents the target
density, respectively. Assuming a steady state, the interface pressures of jet and target must
be equal, so that
1
2




Using Eqs.(16) and assuming that the penetration stops instantaneously after the rear hits
the target, the total penetration P is the penetration velocity times the penetration time
(hydrodynamic square root density law)
P = U
l







Thus penetration performance of a shaped charge is a direct function of the jet
length and the square root of the densities.
This theory and simulations show that the jet velocity is less important for the pen-
etration performance than the jet length. Consequently, the formed jet should be formed as
long as possible, with minimized radial dispersion. To establish a long jet one needs a high
velocity gradient within the jet, produced by a high jet tip velocity6.
On the other hand, the hole diameter is dependent on the kinetic energy of the jet
(mass and velocity squared). This energy deposition and inertia contributes to the so called
second penetration, an additional penetration after the jet is dissipated.
2. Jet elongation and breakup
The presented penetration theory assumes a constant rod/ jet length. As aforemen-
tioned, a shaped charge jet has a velocity gradient, with the maximum speed at the tip and
a decreasing velocity distribution along the jet until the tail (q. v. Fig. 14); except for those
cases, in particular, along the jet tip that can contain a positive velocity gradient under
conditions as previously mentioned. This causes the jet to stretch. Dependent on the jet
6Section III.C provides jetting criteria and coherency limitations for high jet tip velocities. The intention
in this research is not to give detailed mathematical derivations on penetration, but to show general effects of
material selection and shaped charge design. Further penetration relationships can be found in [ZW89, pp.
132]
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velocity gradient, and the material density and ductility, the jet will start to break into seg-
ments and affect the penetration performance. Before breaking up, the jet develops necks
and thus varies in diameter (q. v. Fig. 15).
Figure 14: Ordinary velocities after jet formation
Figure 15: Radiograph showing necking and jet breakup
The factors influencing the rate and extent of jet breakup were investigated by Chou
and Carleone, presenting a model describing the breakup phenomenon [ZW89, pp.123].
From their analytical results, the following policy to increase breakup time, shown in Table
4, can be concluded.
parameter method
jet radius ↑
jet streching rate ↓
jet strength ↓
jet density ↑
jet dynamic ductility ↑
Table 4: Methods to increase breakup time
As one can see, the liner material and geometry have a major affect on the param-
eters showed above and should be considered in the design process. Moreover, the results
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from simulations represent a mathematical solution for the breakup, but do not represent
behavior of experimental results.
3. Effect of standoff
The standoff (distance) or S.O. is referred to the distance between the base of the
liner and the target. It is in common to express the standoff as charge diameter (CD). The
standoff dictates the space for a jet to form and to reach its characteristics (jet tip velocity,
jet elongation).
At short to moderate standoffs (i.e., up to 6-10 CD), where the jet continually
stretches, penetration capability increases (i.e., P increases with jet length) until the jet
starts to fail in tension. Breakup is dependent on the factors shown in Table 4 in addition to
the fabrication quality of the charge (incl., concentricity). When breakup occurs, there is no
further increase in jet length and penetration peaks. After breakup, the jet particles tend to
ablate, tumble and drift away from the axis of symmetry thereby reducing the effective jet
length and as a consequence penetration effectiveness (q. v. Fig. 16). The theoretical max-
imum takes into account inertial effects of repetitive impacts of perfectly aligned particles
after breakup.
Figure 16: Effect of standoff (S.O.) on penetration P
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IV. NATURE OF THE PROBLEM (TECHNICAL ISSUES)
Primary missions of this research, as previously mentioned, are to derive criterion
for optimizing the design of shaped charges for generating stable multi-material jets, and
to understand the potential consequences on penetration.
The role (and effect) of shaped charge components on jet formation and penetra-
tion are reviewed in the first portion of this section. This is followed by specific issues
addressed.
A. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM
1. Complexity of shaped charges in general and of bimetallic configura-
tions
The processes and parameters of shaped charges are a complex entity. Changes
in material(s), geometry, initiation type, and standoff can result in a way, that was not
intended nor expected. However, one can predict the primary effect of discrete changes
with the help of above presented theory. Thus, it is possible to design a shaped charge with
a specific characteristic (velocity gradient, jet diameter and length, coherency, penetration
capability).
Although, effects of monolithic lined shaped charges are widely known, multi-
material lined shaped charges have never been in the center of interest. Some scientists
[CL95, WG87, KB81, Duo05] conducted bimetallic studies, most of them limited their re-
search to materials with almost equal densities. Using materials with the same density may
help (i) to avoid problems of different thermal behavior, and (ii) to decrease probability of
material separation. Many studies such as those reported by Chanteret and Walters, use
different materials only for purposes of studying jet formation mechanisms. Again, copper
was the primarily used material, with well known behavior as baseline.
The challenge of multi-material shaped charge configurations creates a new defini-
tion of so far accepted limits. The relatively new approaches of this work exceed the area
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of well known shaped charge theory. Results are based on hydrocode simulations and need
to be validated by experiments.
The main goal in this research was directed towards the understanding of multi-
material jet formation and coaxial jetting. 100 mm conical copper-lined shaped charge
simulations were conducted to establish baseline simulation parameters. These have been
compared with unpublished experiments, conducted by Kennedy and Brown, with mono-
lithic and bimetallic setups. Further interest was performed in the effects of other bimetallic
material combinations and liner designs.
2. Effect of shaped charge parameters
As mentioned in section III.B.1, a shaped charge consists of several parameters.
The single effect of each parameter will be discussed in this section, for comments on
the standoff see section III.D.3. Note, that liner parameters need to be adapted to any
specific application. This section presents the tendency of parameters, it is not for a specific
application.
a. Confinement
The confinement of a shaped charge is a metallic (e. g. steel, aluminum)
or fiber material (e. g. PTFE) that has several values. It affects the explosive-liner energy
coupling and has a influence on the whole shaped charge performance. The influence of
the confinement increases at longer standoffs and has minor effect at short standoffs.
First, the confinement geometry influences the detonation pressures and
controls the jet velocity gradient. A common shape is the tampered body (boattailing).
In this design the case diameter decreases after the so called breakpoint to the warhead tail.
This reduces the warhead weight, saves explosive material, and contributes in material and
weight efficiency. The choice of the breakpoint affects the wave propagation and must be
chosen carefully.
Second, one can vary the confinement material. Dependent on the aim, the
material should have a tendency of fragmenting to be applied as anti-personnel device. Or,
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it should have a high strength to contribute to higher detonation pressures over a longer
time, what results in higher jet tail velocities. Higher density material decreases case ex-
pansion, and thus increases energy coupling.
Third, the confinement thickness can be varied. A thicker case contributes
to higher energy coupling and jet velocities, especially in the jet tail. Note, that the effect
can not be increased after certain, material dependent values, are reached7. Additionally,
the jet mass increases with density and thickness.
b. High Explosive
High explosives are used in shaped charges to create necessary liner collapse
conditions. Detonation pressure and detonation velocity are the two main parameters, af-
fecting the liner collapse process. Detonation velocities, tabulated in Tab. 14, along with
the Gurney velocity coefficient can be used to determine the effect on jet velocities.
Additionally, higher detonation pressures result in higher jet velocities and
masses. Thus, based on explosive and liner material, the liner apex thickness must be
varied. The higher the detonation pressure, the higher the tendency of the apex to break.
Apex break needs to be avoided to enable a smooth jet formation process.
c. Charge length and head height
The length of the charge is called charge length. A sufficient length is re-
quired to contain enough explosive mass, and to define the space between the initiation and
the liner apex, referred to as the head height. The head height must be long enough for
the detonation to create a planar wave and to provide descent explosive energy. As above
mentioned, a small charge length, in order to save material and mass, should be preferred.
7Evans (1950) found, that 1/10-CD confinement thickness is a reasonable value for steel
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d. Liner parameter
In this work the focus lies on conically lined shaped charges. Mostly, coni-
cally lined charges with uniform thickness and constant angle are considered. This implies,
that also tapered8 conical liners with varying liner angle can be used to meet requirements.
Besides, there are other shapes like trumpet, tulip, hemispherical, or pyra-
midal, maybe with modifications in thickness and shape. Those are not considered in this
research.
In a standard shape, the thickness and angle of a conical liner are constant.
Changing the liner angle 2α results in changes of flow and jet velocity, and mass flowing
into the jet. For instance, a smaller angle produces higher jet tip velocities, but jet mass
decreases. A smaller angle also reduces, charge length being equal, the head height and
affects the grazing angle, the angle the detonation wave travels along the liner. Fig. 17
shows a biconic liner with two different liner angles.
Figure 17: Effect of varying liner angle and apex thickness [Duo05]
Variation in liner thickness changes the liner mass and the ratioM/C. Con-
sequently, this affects the liner collapse process, the liner mass flowing into jet, and the jet
8Thickness along the liner varies, e. g. apex thickness >liner thickness)
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velocity. A thin liner collapses faster than a thicker liner, with higher jet tip velocity and
usually lower jet mass. The jet mass may also keep constant or increase because the rela-
tive amount of liner mass flowing into the jet increases for thin liners. As aforementioned,
there is a minimum liner (apex) thickness to sustain the high pressures and to avoid failure.
On the other hand, a thick liner increases the M/C ratio, especially at the critical points,
apex and base. Sufficient explosive energy to create optimal liner collapse conditions must
be available. Usually, a liner thickness of 1-4 % of the charge diameter is applied.
Figure 18: Liner parameter showing the effect of rounded apex
The design of the liner apex has several effects on other warhead parameters
(q. v. Fig. 18). A conical wedge liner provides a so called theoretical apex9. With a rounded
apex, the apex point is shifted towards the open side. The distance between the theoretical
apex and the current apex is denoted by lth. An increasing lth leads to a smaller liner height,
a bigger apex radius R1, and an decrease of the M/C ratio.
The distance lj specifies the point, where the velocity gradient changes, i .e.
where the jet tip velocity reaches the maximum. [CJC77] studied the effect of the liner apex
with a constant conical copper liner. Overall, their findings state that the apex design affects
the jet tip velocity and mass, the velocity gradient, and the mass distribution. Unreported
9The apex is rounded due to manufacturing.
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simulations with a conical copper liner, conducted by [HW10], show that the distance lth
should be as small as possible to get a fast jet tip. With this approach, the inverse velocity
gradient can be minimized and lj shifted towards the apex. Dependent on the used liner
material and explosive, one should design the apex to meet the application requirements
because a massive jet tip can be more important than a higher jet tip velocity or vice versa.
3. Tradeoff
The main focus of this thesis lies on the improvement of shaped charge efficiency.
The efficiency can be measured in several ways and again, it is only dependent on the
application. Therefore, designing a shaped charge application implies a tradeoff situation,
where one must set priorities and accept their consequences.
The are many points to start the improvement, e. g. the design of the body and the
liner, the used materials, the standoff distance, and the target. Although, shaped charges are
a complex system, Chanteret [CL95], Walters [WG87], Brown [BML95], and others have
showed that it is possible to improve specific performance parameters of shaped charges.
There will always be a tradeoff in the shaped charge design, whether this will be
because of (i) the total dimensions and weight (portability of warheads), (ii) the veloc-
ity or mass distribution, (iii) or because of cost efficiency for materials or manufacturing
processes.
This research concentrates on the usage of multi-material shaped charge liners and
on the enhancement of liner design as well as penetration. The interest lies in understanding
multi-material liner collapse and jet coherency, with additional interest in the consequences
of changes in jet characteristics with respect to resultant penetration potential. It is impor-
tant to note, however, that the study of coaxial jetting and jet stability are the main focus of
work.
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B. GEOMETRICAL INPUT AND ZONING
1. Geometrical input
Inputting parametric liner variation into AUTODYN, required for these studies, can
be very time consuming. Thus, a sub-task of the effort has been dedicated to constructing
an input processor to facilitate this operation.
Although AUTODYN is relatively user-friendly, it is not easily adapted for CAD-
type inputs. Using different geometrical designs, or conducting parametrical studies re-
quires a relatively easy way to implement appropriate changes to the design. Hence, the
user should avoid to start over with the setup after every parametrical change. A workflow
for parametrical (geometrical) changes, computation and post-processing is a major chal-
lenge to increase efficiency, to decrease input errors and to perform high quality simulation
studies. The improvement of workflow was an ongoing effort during this research.
The geometrical simulation setup in AUTODYN is not very user friendly, because
the geometry has to be translated in X and Y coordinates and the geometry cannot be
adjusted, i.e. the software has no undo functionality. To create a geometry, one can use the
geometrical shapes rectangle, quad, ellipse, and parabola. The input of complex geometry
or changes is very troublesome or not feasible. Some changes are only realizable with a
start-over.
Therefore, interest lies in a parametrical CAD-model combined with simulation
software. This would allow to be able to change parameters in a very efficient way, e.g.
with a parameter list. The parameter list contains absolute input values and constrained
values, calculated dependent on absolute values. Updated geometry data would need to be
meshed and imported to the simulation software where a new simulation can be conducted.
As alternative, other ways to support geometrical input were examined. Approaches
are presented in section V.B.
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2. Required zoning
In this research warhead setups with 100 mm charges were conducted. In order to
model the problem and to get required data, the grid dimensions for the charge had at least
a x-y-dimension of 422 mm × 120 mm. To calculate the liner collapse and jet formation
in a high definition, a minimum resolution of 4 cells/mm was chosen. Then, the number of
cells results in about 0.8 Mio. To detect the liner partition and to improve the jet formation
calculation, the number of cells needed to be increased up to 6 or 8 cells/mm, at least in the
area of interest (> 1.8 Mio. cells). With 6 cells/mm, a 1.5 mm thick liner was modeled with
9 cells. Accurate computations with multi-material liners required also a high resolution to
account for very small amounts of mass in the liner.
A higher number of cells resulted not just in a long computational time, but also in
very slow processing/responding of the simulation software.
C. KENNEDY EXPERIMENT
As aforementioned, Kennedy and Brown performed experiments with copper and
copper/zirconium liner in the DRAGON warhead, mostly directed towards enhancing be-
hind the target effects. This unreported experimental data was very relevant and useful to
meet the research objectives. It supported the computational validation and model setup,
the potential integrity of coaxial (bi-metallic) jetting, and the mechanisms that affect in-
tegrity with respect to collision rebound and thermal expansion as well as jet elongation.
Therefore, the DRAGON data along with simulation were used as baseline for further de-
sign studies. Further description of the experiment and simulation models is provided in
section V.D.
D. JET COHERENCY THEORY VALIDATION
Jet coherency is a critical issue of the research. Classical work by Harrison and
Chou are outlined in Section III.C. In this section, more recent efforts by Walker and Mur-
phy are also included.
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The theory of Chou et al. (1976) states that a non coherent jet is formed, if the
flow velocity exceeds the bulk sound speed and if the collapse angle does not under-run a
critical collapse angle βc. Five years later, Harrison developed the analytical shaped charge
code BASC and his findings are known as the so called Harrison criteria. His criteria for a
coherent jet, obtained from comparing radiographic, is that stable jetting requires that the
flow velocity does not exceed the bulk velocity of the material. If vf > 1.23c0, a inco-
herent or bifurcated jet will be formed. Harrison [Har81] used a modified PER theory, in
which he included a model for non-linear velocity increase V0, with more modifications
related to work performed by Defourneaux. The materials are treated as inviscid, incom-
pressible fluid and allow to calculate jet and slug velocity with Bernoulli equations. Since,
the Harrison criteria is the most accepted and validated criterion on jet coherency.
[Mur90] examined coherency criteria (Harrison, PER, Chou et al.) for high-velocity
jets. He refers not to the sound speed of the material but to the shock velocity Us related to-
gether with pressure (q. v. Fig. 19). A higher pressure in the formation region would allow
for higher flow velocity, and consequently for a coherent jet. However, from geometrical
analysis, Murphy provides the following equation for a maximum coherent jet velocity,
Vmcj
Us
= 1 + cos(β) + sin(β)tan(α + δ), (18)
with a maximum at following angle configuration,
β = (α + δ), (19)
(α + δ) = 90deg. (20)
Eqs. (20) is the theoretical maximum obtained by geometrical analysis, but it would result
in an unrealistically value for coherent jet velocity (Vmcj →∞).
Murphy concludes in his paper that an upper limit for the maximum coherent jet
velocity does not exist for geometric or kinematic constraints. He points out that the maxi-
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mum measured coherent jet velocity is usually lower than the theoretical maximum coher-
ent jet velocity provided by coherency criteria. Anyway, Eqs. (19) shows angle combina-
tions for maximum coherent jet velocities.
Figure 19: Shock velocity vs. pressure for several materials; 1 Mbar = 100 GPa [Mur90]
Moreover, [Cha92] conducted experiments and analytical calculations to study the
maximum velocity for coherent jets. Simulation data were calculated with the finite el-
ement DYNA2DJET code, developed by Murphy. This code calculates the collapse an-
gle with a shell collapse simulation. Chanteret estimates the maximum jet velocity with









and relates the flow velocity as a function of collision velocity V0 and δ (q. v. Fig. 5 or
10). With this relationship, the limit for a coherent jet is proportional to the material sound
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speed and increases with increasing liner angle and δ. However, this relationship would
estimate lower coherent jet velocities than observed in experiments. Increasing the liner
angle would result in higher coherent jet velocities, but in contradiction, the jet velocity
decreases with increasing α. This problem was also mentioned by Chanteret, so the given
relationship represent a theoretical analysis. Consequently, there would be a chance to
form a coherent, high speed jet, if the jet velocity could be increased, not being a result of
changes of the liner angle. An attempt to increase the jet velocity could be by using other
(combinations of) explosives or increasing the pressure to increase collapse velocities at
large liner angles.
The incoherence of shaped charges was also studied by [Wal93]. He conducted
hydrocode computations with conical aluminum lined shaped charges, using aluminum
with two different sound speeds. In his theory, he is using v as collapse velocity, and cl
as low pressure longitudinal sound speed of the liner material, which is different from the













where K denotes the bulk modulus, ν the Poisson’s ratio, respectively. He states that the
collapse region, forming the high speed jet, is determining the coherency and concludes the
following coherency criteria:
• if v > cl, then a incoherent jet forms;
• if v < cl (subsonic), then the jet is coherent;
• if v ≈ cl, then a hollow jet forms.
Due to this statements and theory, simulations to validate proposed theory or to
detect other key factors for coherent jet formation were conducted as part of this thesis,
inasmuch jet coherency is a leading factor for successful shaped charge design.
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E. DIAGNOSING PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH JET STABILITY
Multi-material liner design has been a subject of continuing interest, however, dedi-
cated attention has been lacking. Brown for example examined behind the target incendiary
effects from charges containing copper liners cladded with magnesium, aluminum and zir-
conium. Zernow and Lieberman studied the similar effects from zinc cite. Versions of
the Quantic Industries in the 1970’s and early 1980’s investigated the addition of epoxy-
zirconium claddings in research studies. The developers of Swedish AT-4 manufactured
a version of the warhead with a bi-material liner, also for apparently adding incendiary
effects [Bro10].
Unreported experiments of copper and copper/zirconium lined charges by Kennedy
and Brown [KB81] provide data that should be profitably employed for initial investiga-
tions of multi-material jetting. An illustration of the multi-material liner used in these
experiments is illustrated in Figure 20; and a x-radiograph of the resultant jet is shown in
Figure 21. The effect of the basal zirconium insertion is apparent in the radiograph. The
large particle just ahead of the zirconium shrouded copper jet most likely originates from
the liner position adjacent to the material transition.
Figure 20: Schematic of copper liner with zirconium basal insert. Resultant jet shown in
Figure 21
In this research, the conducted simulations, especially multi-material setups, require
a high resolution at the material junction to permit qualitative and quantitative statements.
The main challenge is to diagnose problems associated with jet stability. This are
for instance:
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Figure 21: Radiograph of copper/zirconium-lined experiment
• Physical rebound following liner collapse; detection of radial velocity gradients in
the collapse region and in the formed jet
• Potential material separations resulting from differences in thermal elongation and
expansion
• Instabilities resulting from material partitioning within the liner
Velocity gradients, flow and stagnation velocities, as well as instabilities within the liner
can not be reviewed by visual simulation results, hence, they represent mathematical solu-
tions and are not 1:1 predictions for experimental results. Therefore, techniques to measure
the jet quality using a configuration of fixed and moving gauges were applied. Fixed and
moving gauges, placed accordingly along the axis of symmetry and in the liner, moni-
tor valuable data (velocity, position, pressure, etc.) that is useful for subsequent analysis.
However, the number of gauge points is limited to 200, which forces to place gauges strate-
gically and to accept loss of detail. Regardless, the monitored data along with visual results
enable to (i) predict jet elongation, (ii) detect radial velocities, (iii) post-process velocity,
pressure and mass distributions, and (iv) predict penetration performance.
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Nonetheless, realizing that there are large radial as well as axial velocity gradients
during early stages of jet formation, it might be very difficult to generate conditions that
can maintain material attachment. Material separation in bimetallic liner simulations can
not be detected directly with gauges. It is possible to monitor the gauge position in time or
space, but this is no clear indication for material cohesiveness. For statements of material
separation, it is only possible to evaluate the visual results and to see effects on penetration.
In most cases, consequences of other instabilities within the liner can be seen as recently
as by calculating the jet for a long time (150-200 µs) or during penetration simulations.
F. EFFECTS OF MULTI-MATERIAL (COAXIAL) JETTING
There are at least three multi-material schemes worth studying. The Type I scheme
is one which produces a jet composed of two material segments: Material A (I) followed
by material B (II) (q. v. Fig. 23). If the two materials have the same or close to the same
density then the second material can be substituted one for one in a proven single material
design composed of the first material. That is all issues relative to producing a stable and
well function jet have been proven. An example of this bi-material solution is the nickel-
copper jetting charge demonstrated by Chanteret [CL95], for purposes of showing how
the coherent limit of copper could be overcome by inserting the faster sound propagating
nickel, into the first part of the liner.
The major challenge of this scheme is precision machining and mechanical connec-
tion between the materials, which was adequately accomplished by Chanteret as shown in
Figure 22 (the arrow points to the material transition).
Figure 22: Jet obtained from Ni insert at apex with laser welded trumpet liner [CL95]
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This jetting solution can also be satisfied by using an entire copper liner substrate
with a partial nickel substrate along the apex region or a nickel substrate with a copper
insert above the region that must be avoided to satisfy coherent jetting, as shown in the
illustrations included in Figure 23. In both of these subset schemes accurate and repro-
ducible fabrication is required in mating the material together without air gaps and any
other discontinuity.
Figure 23: Principle of bimetallic type I: following jet
A major challenge of the Type I design is when the densities of the two materials
are very different. In this case, adjustment to the liner geometry and thickness are required
in order to avoid disruptive liner deformation and jet formation.
The Type II design is for generating a coaxial jet. In this case the two materials must
be layered in the liner in such a manner that they both jet, as illustrated in Figure 24.One
of the materials (the one flowing into the core of the jet) can make up the the remaining
portion of the liner or a third material can be used as a substrate to support the ”active”
jetting materials. These two alternatives are also illustrated in Figure 24.
The ability to estimate definitively the partitioning of jet and slug formation is es-
sential to the design of either of these liner jetting types.
In order to examine which material should form as the core and which as the clad,
a rod penetration study was performed in the initial phase of the thesis. The placement of
liner material is crucial to obtain a coaxial bimetallic jet to achieve one of the following
goals:
• Protection of core material from jet breakup and contribute to penetration.
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Figure 24: Principle of bimetallic type II: coaxial jet
• Protection of core material from reactions with surrounding environment during stor-
age and application.
• Control penetration capability in order to increase penetration depth or hole diameter
A jet core with a shrouded material, assuming no separation occurs, might be pro-
tected better against radial dispersion and jet breakup. The resulting coaxial jet would in-
crease in penetration capability because the core jet length would not decrease, compared
to a jet with breakup. Furthermore, the core material could be protected in specific environ-
ments (e. g. naval applications) or the clad could contribute to underwater performance10.
Additionally, a second material can avoid reactions (e. g. corrosion) during storage.
A guideline, how the materials should be arranged to manipulate penetration capa-
bility is provided by a rod penetration study with copper and tungsten. More details and
results are provided in section V.F.
G. UIUC DESIGN GUIDELINE
UIUC is conducting an investigation of the effects of aluminum versus copper rod
impacts against targets submerged in various fluids. They are using shaped charges as
a means to launch the material at hypervelocity and would like to be able to control the
features of the jets. The type of jetting desired fits into the Type I class [Mas10].
It is an objective of this research to recommend one or more designs with perfor-
mance predictions.
10Further details in [Duo05]
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V. TECHNICAL APPROACHES (SOLUTION ISSUES)
This section provides developed and applied approaches to perform shaped charge
jet formation and penetration simulations. First, the general setup for simulations will be
presented. Next, approaches directed to detect liner mass partition, effects of coaxial pene-
tration, and approaches for stagnation as well as flow velocity estimation will be provided.
A. COMPUTATIONAL METHODOLOGIES
Initial work on this project was dedicated towards developing procedures for sim-
ulating shaped charge jetting and hypervelocity penetration problems, demonstrating an
accurate shaped charge jetting solution, and investigating the effect of bi-material compo-
sitions in coaxial rods on penetration efficiency. Some attention was also given towards
developing means for facilitating the input of geometric changes in parametric investiga-
tions.
The computational methodologies employed during this research are based on rec-
ommended procedures in technical notes on the general procedures for setting up and op-
erating the suite of finite difference processors in the ANSYS AUTODYN code, perform-
ing shaped charge computations, and using ANSYS Workbench 12.0 ([ANS97, ANS07,
ANS09]). This most recent version of the AUTODYN finite difference software package
offers a CAD-file input that is being evaluated as a possible tool for creating paramet-
ric simulation design workflow, which would make systematic charge component changes
much easier than having to construct an entire setup for each parametric change. This is
covered in further detail in section V.B.
Different techniques need to be considered to improve the computational time. For
relatively simple problems, the simulations run fairly fast, but for more detailed and real-
istic problems (higher accuracy) the computations can run for several weeks. Accordingly,
techniques like graded, i.e. variable, zoning, removal of used materials, and using subgrids
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were integrated into the design of the simulation layouts, resulting in the reduction of the
total run time of typical simulation setups in this research.
Key features of the menu-driven setup and specific details that have to be considered
for setting up axi-symmetric shaped charge and penetration computations are discussed
in appendix B. There, the discussions focus on the initial 25 mm shaped charge-jetting
simulation but are fully transferable to other setups. Additionally, appendix H covers code
validation for the applied AUTODYN version 12.0, and compares simulation results with
fellow researchers [HW10].
It is important to note that it is only necessary to construct half of the problem
geometry because of cylindrical symmetry.
B. GEOMETRICAL INPUT AUTODYN
A combined CAD/AUTODYN workflow was examined at the beginning of the the-
sis. The current version of ANSYS Workbench supports CAD input of typical file types.
However, the preprocessing does not allow to fill the parts with explosives, or to setup initial
conditions needed for shaped charges in ANSYS Workbench. After a successful import11
of the geometry into AUTODYN, problems occurred while assigning material properties
and both, ANSYS Workbench and AUTODYN terminated with an unknown problem. Ac-
cording to information of ANSYS, a CAD support might be available in a later release12.
As alternative, an algorithm, implemented with MATLAB, was developed during
this research to support the geometrical input. The code calculates13 the parameters for
AUTODYN with a list format output. The results are serialized for the AUTODYN Fill
command. This allows, for instance to externally setup a liner profile for input into AUTO-
DYN. It increases the geometry setup speed and avoids errors, but does not offer the same
potential as an integrated CAD workflow. The author provides the source code on request.
11data linked between workbench and AUTODYN
12Private communication with ANSYS Horsham, UK
13warhead design can be specified
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The use of macros in AUTODYN for simulations with the same geometry was
examined. In this case the possibilities of linking input parameters calculated with the
MATLAB code were considered. AUTODYN creates a *.adc-file and monitors geometri-
cal input, deployment of boundaries and setting of gauge points. With a beta option one
can open a *.adc-file, highlight commands, and process these commands on the current
simulations. To use this feature, the materials and boundaries need to be setup before and
they must have exactly the same identifier. This macro was useful for simulations where
the geometry was equal but the materials or interest changed (other placement of gauges).
Problems occurred while setting gauges with the macro option. Only one part of
fixed gauges was applied successfully, the rest and moving gauges could not be applied
with success. Probably this is an issue of the beta option.
C. LINER MASS PARTITION
In this research the interest lies in liner substitution with a second material. Ob-
jectives of this work focus on (i) detecting effects of substitution and (ii) mitigating any
harmful effects. To estimate possible substitution areas, the actual liner mass partitioning
of a monolithic liner needs to be studied. From former work, one knows that the liner mass
is increasing along the way from the apex to the base, while the jet velocity decreases (see
Fig. 25).
Figure 25: Liner Mass Partition
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To quantitatively follow the liner collapse of a simulation, moving gauges are placed
on the bottom side of the liner. The first gauge is placed at the bottom (liner air interface)
and the next gauges are placed at selected spacings from each other e.g. 0.1 mm. An
example is shown in Fig. 26. In the gauge plot abs. velocity vs. time one can determine
the gauges flowing into the jet or slug as provided by Fig. 27. If this procedure is de-
ployed with a set of rows of moving gauges equidistant along the liner, the mass partition
can be established. This information provides a detailed idea for the substitution with a
second material. However, the interactions between the two materials have to be investi-
gated, as the materials have different densities and bulk sound speeds. This can result in
change of the liner collapse and thus affect the jet formation, cohesiveness, coherency, and
consequently the terminal ballistics. Subsequently, the partition contour is called partition
interface.
Figure 26: Lagrangian (moving) gauges inserted in a liner for purposes of monitoring
collapse and jet flow
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Figure 27: Absolute velocity vs. Time plot for detection of liner partition; Gauges near the
liner/ air interface flow into jet, other flow into slug (q.v. Fig. 26)
D. DRAGON GEOMETRICAL SETUP
The main geometry setup for almost all conducted simulations was provided by
experiments with the DRAGON warhead, conducted by Kennedy and Brown in 1980/81
[KB81]. They used a modified DRAGON warhead as basis and wanted to improve be-
hind the target effects with a basal insert of zirconium. They also investigated effects of
confinement geometry and thickness on penetration.
Experimental results were used to validate simulation results, and to provide a setup
baseline for further simulations.
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1. DRAGON baseline
The standard DRAGON simulation with a conical copper liner and a thin case is
called DRAGON baseline. Fig. 28 provides the model setup with zoning and boundary
conditions in AUTODYN (q. v. mechanical drawing of DRAGON experiment in appendix
C.B). Note, that only one half of the problem needs to be modeled due to rotatory symmetry
of the x-axis.






charge diameter CD 100.2
liner thickness 1.5
liner angle α 21◦
standoff 2 CD
initiation type point
Table 5: DRAGON baseline parameter
Fixed gauges along the x-axis and at standoff distance were placed to monitor the
velocity and mass distribution (q.v. Fig. 29 and Tab. 6). From the data at the standoff, the
velocity vs. cumulative mass plot can be created. It shows the velocity distribution along
the jet mass with a light, fast jet tip and a massive, slower jet tail.
With information from fixed gauges along the x-axis one gains information to esti-
mate the jet elongation and jet length for various times. This approach allows to calculate
the jet length at several standoffs and to provide information for jet breakup and penetration
studies.
Moving gauges along the liner were placed to detect the partition surface (q.v. Fig.
29). The distance between the rows was 10 mm with an increasing number of gauges per
row from apex to base. Simulations with vertical gauge distance of 0.1 mm and 0.05 mm
were conducted in order to examine the required resolution to get satisfactory results. With
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Figure 28: DRAGON baseline simulation layout
Fixed gauges x(mm) y(mm) gap(mm)
1-33 -320..0 0 10
34-74 0 0..8.2 0.2
Moving gauges
75-79 -320 6.346..6.746 0.1
80-84 -310 10.185..10.585 0.1
85-89 -300 14.023..14.423 0.1
90-95 -290 17.862..18.362 0.1
96-101 -280 21.700..22.200 0.1
102-107 -270 25.539..26.039 0.1
108-120 -260 29.377..30.577 0.1
121-133 -250 33.216..34.416 0.1
133-146 -240 37.054..38.254 0.1
147-159 -230 40.893..42.093 0.1
160-174 -220 44.731..46.131 0.1
175-189 -210 48.570..49.970 0.1
Table 6: Gauge position DRAGON
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Figure 29: Placement of fixed (red) and moving (purple) gauges in the jet formation region
the knowledge of the partition surface one can get indication for the mass flowing into the
jet. Moreover, moving gauges provide information about y-velocity and position, and show
effects of radial velocity gradients.
2. Base insert modification
The simulations parameters and placement of gauges was identical to the DRAGON
baseline simulation. The base insert was modeled as shown in Fig. 30 (q. v. mechanical
drawing in appendix C.B). In the experiments, two insert heights H were used. The simu-
lation was conducted with the 0.5 in (12.7 mm) insert. The effect of the second insert type
(0.25in) was minor in Kennedys experimental results and thus not considered in this thesis.
The insert thickness was modeled with 0.76 mm (original 0.03 in).
The intention of this simulation was (i) to validate bimetallic simulations with ex-
periment, (ii) to detect the influence of the insert on partition surface, and (iii) to examine
material separation.
E. ESTIMATION OF FLOW AND STAGNATION VELOCITIES
An objective of the research is to assess the validity of previously postulated lim-
iting conditions of coherent jet flow. A validated understanding of this issue is critical to
optimizing shaped charge performance by strategic emplacement of liner materials. The
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Figure 30: DRAGON base insert of zirconium (H=12.7mm)
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technique developed in the research focuses on predicting jet, flow and stagnation veloc-
ities from hydrocode results. The technique for predicting jet velocity has been validated
from numerous studies. This study relies on other reports that pin-point conditions for
material dependent coherent-to-incoherent threshold, which provide means for comparison
between estimate and observation.
1. Stagnation velocity
Two techniques are studied and tested for the stagnation velocity prediction. One
uses pressure data of fixed gauges, the other uses absolute velocity data from moving
gauges.
Again, the stagnation velocity is the motion of the high pressure region that result
from progressive stages of liner collapse about the charge axis. A static description of the
process is illustrated in Figure 33, along with an idealized view of particle motion along
paths just prior to collapse to initial deposition in the jet flow stream.
The motion of the high pressure region is referred to as the stagnation front. The
rate of motion along any radial surface is estimated by tracking the highest pressure along
the respective surface using fixed gauges. The time of pressure maxima, measured at fixed
gauges, can be referred to the velocity. Fixed gauges along the axis of symmetry were
placed equidistant in the jet formation area. The pressure peak, time values, and distance
between gauges were used to calculate the stagnation velocity. Every fixed gauge has one
explicit maximum as shown in an example in Fig. 31 where the stagnation front passes the
gauge.
The time at the pressure maximum is noted for the calculation of the estimated
stagnation velocity vstag and with the position of fixed gauges x:
vstag∗ =
xgauge(n) − xgauge(n−1)




The second method relies on tracking the positions of successive inflection points
of moving mass points originally positioned along common planar surfaces in the liner as
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Figure 31: Pressure vs. time plot of fixed gauges, placed along the axis.
a function of time. The velocity at the inflection point was assumed as the flow velocity
(Fig. 32), because after this (collapse) point a gauge is going into jet or slug (q. v. Fig 27).
The inflection point of adjacent gauge rows is used to extract time data. Position data of
corresponding moving gauges is used to calculate the changing of x and y position in this
time period. Then the stagnation velocity vstag∗∗ can be calculated with
vstag∗∗ =
√
∆ x2 + ∆ y2




The reproducibility and validation of each mentioned technique is examined and
later used to evaluate theoretical statements.
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Figure 32: Inflection point method to estimate stagnation velocity
2. Flow velocity
The flow velocity is important for jet coherency theory, as previously mentioned.
To investigate the value of the flow velocity, two approaches to estimate the flow velocity
were performed.
From the absolute velocity plot one can see that after a certain point, called collision
point, the particle, represented as a moving gauge, is going into jet or slug. Figure 33
shows the principle of gauge movement during the collapse process. An example for the
absolute14 velocity plot of the colored gauges is shown in Fig. 34. In this first approach, the
velocity at the infection point is referred to the flow velocity. This flow velocity, combined
with the time at the inflection point allows to generate the graph of the flow velocity.
Gauges at the air interface (blue) reach a slower jet velocity than gauges at the par-
tition interface (green) because they experience less pressure in the stagnation region. The
red gauge arrives earlier at the stagnation front and experiences a higher axial acceleration
caused by higher pressure. The gray colored gauge flows into the slug.
14absolute or residual velocity combined from x and y-velocity
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Figure 33: An illustration of the use of moving gauges in AUTODYN to monitor the motion
of liner flow during and immediately after passing through the high pressure stagnation
region.
Figure 34: An example of gauge velocity paths in the mass flow, the respective velocity
inflections that are assumed indications of stagnation motion and final jet and slug velocities
are sketched above.
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The second approach relies on tracking the motion of the stagnation front, based on
the time arrival of peak pressures along fixed gauges at and parallel to the axis of symmetry.
vf = vj − vs. (26)
Herewith, both approaches can be compared and their results contributed to developing
improved approximation methods for jet coherency.
F. EFFECT OF COAXIAL ROD ON PENETRATION
Jets formed by shaped charges can be substituted with rods due to comparable
shape. This means that the general information from material behavior and penetration
performance can be adapted to a shaped charge jet. The goal of these simulations was to
select materials and liner orientations that would at least affect penetration and if necessary
to understand potential penalties of less than optimal material configurations. The expected
results were more qualitatively than quantitatively, but they were essential for design con-
figurations.
Figure 35: Rod cross-section
Simulations of bimetallic rods against armored steel were conducted with copper
and tungsten rods. The rod diameter was in all cases 6 mm and had a length of 120 mm,
so the L/D-ratio was 20. The simulations were conducted with different ratios, and addi-
tionally with pure liners of copper and tungsten. Important for the design, was to leave
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Figure 36: General simulation setup (incl. gauge locations)
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sufficient lateral space to allow the target to expand, and not to touch the grid limits (shown
in Fig. 36).
The gauges placed along the the penetration axis measured the penetration depth
and velocity. Other gauges placed on top and left of the steel target were used to examine
traveling waves and target expansion. Fixed gauges in the front of the rod were used (three
rows with each 16 gauges) were used to correlate penetration velocity times with fixed
gauges along the axis.
G. MULTIMATERIAL DESIGN CONCEPTS
There are presented in this section design strategies for increasing the performance
and cost and performance effectiveness of shaped charge by the use of multi-material liners.
The merits of two basic design approaches, referred to AB and ABA, are introduced and
discussed. Included in the discussions are some of the unique opportunities that can be
afforded for enhancing penetration performance and minimizing concomitant investment
for incorporating materials that are in short supply and that are relatively more costly than
copper, which is the most used liner material. Potential implications of fabrication are
addressed at the conclusion of the section.
1. Basic considerations
Of the many possible reasons and potential applications for multi-material, the con-
sequences to resultant penetration are a primary issue. As previously discussed, material
density, the sound or shock velocity under the dynamic conditions during the history of liner
collapse and jet formation are prominent issues affecting penetration. The extremely high
velocities and thermal conditions along the effective portion of jets result in negligible con-
tribution of material strength and the extremely high shock pressures during target impact
are generally more than an order of magnitude greater than target strength. Thus, pene-
tration potential of shaped charge jets at short standoff can be reasonably estimated by the
aforementioned hydrodynamic square root density law. Most important to this study this
law can be used to accurately assess the relative effect of material (i. e., density) changes.
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The remaining factor of the density law is jet length, which is dependent on host of previ-
ously discussed parameters. However, using an argument of ”all other things equal’, sound
propagating properties are also a factor in material selection since it is this property that
governs the maximum jet velocity attainable and therefore elongation. Density, longitudi-
nal velocity and Hugoniot values for some of the most likely liner material candidates are
reported in Table 2.
The combined effect of density and sound (or shock) velocity on penetration is










(vjet tip − vjet tail)dt (28)
vj = vf + vs (29)
vs = f(Detonation velocity UD) (30)
vflow max = f(sound velocity) (31)
Table 7 presents the selected material combinations for both designs, ordered in the






Table 7: AB/ ABA material selection
2. Jet/ Slug Partitioning
As previously discussed, designs that insure good jet quality rely on an understand-
ing and accurate predictability of jet formation dynamics; including the ability to estimate
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the consequences of material substitutions and mass partitioning. Specific issues are dis-
cussed earlier in this text and reported results from a previous series of copper and cop-
per/zirconium lined charges highlight the importance of these factors.
3. Liner Material Configurations
Two types of configurations, referred to as AB and ABA (and ABC), are considered
in this research. Conic configurations with constant thickness are assumed in all cases,
however, the approaches can be used for any geometry.
a. AB design
The first design is a called AB. The liner in this case is composed of two
material layers over the entire length or alternatively over only a portion of the entire liner.
In both cases jet/slug partitioning can be an essential feature or not.
A full bimetallic liner cladding, as illustrated in Figure 37, could be an
approach for (a) minimizing the amount of a costly material component, (b) generating
coaxial jets, and (c) protecting one of the components from chemical reaction along the
explosive interface or the exposed surface and/or galvanic action. High density materials
like tungsten and tantalum, in particular, are effective penetrators but are more costly than
copper. The smallest amount required of either would be that included within the partition
and liner-air surfaces. One of the materials of a liner in a coaxial jetting charge would
have to occupy, at a minimum the remaining volume between the outer liner materials and
the partition surface, as shown in Figure 37. Partial cladding configurations include those
providing means for adding special jetting characteristics at either the jet tip and along the
terminus of the jet. For example, the addition of a high sound velocity material along the
apex region can be used to produce a rapidly elongating precursor jet in front of the main
jet or low-density and/or incendiary materials inserted along the basal regions for purposes
of increasing terminal hole size and spallation or enhancing beyond-the-target damage by
rapid combustive reaction.
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Figure 37: AB design
The material substitution is in relationship with the partition interface of the
main material liner. This is obtained by a simulation of the main material of the liner with
identical liner parameters.
α denotes the liner angle, ξ the insert angle, respectively. If α = ξ, the
insert has a constant thickness, and therefore the resultant jet contains of material A and
B, with increasing proportion of material A. Using α < ξ allows to substitute material
along the partition interface. Moreover, different angles allow to control the liner material
flowing into jet and secondary, to control the ratio of jet material thickness.
A variety of jets can be formed with the AB configuration. First, a single
material jet can be formed by placing the desired materials solely between the partition
and liner-air surfaces (or for that matter the liner can contain an excess of jetting material).
Positioning two layers of materials within the partition and/liner- air inter-
faces provides means for generating a bi-material coaxial jet; provided that the materials
cohere. Multi-layered jets can also be formed, however, liner fabrication would be ex-
tremely challenging and the performance value questionable.
Using high density material as the jet core, results in a small amount of
high performance material flowing into the jet, the major amount flowing into the slug.
The low density material clads the jet core and is fully used in the jet, no mass going
into slug. Consequently, one may avoid this kind of configuration due to high costs and a
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low efficiency of high performance material. If the materials are applied vice versa, a jet
with a low density core and a high density clad will form. Under this circumstances the
high-performance material is used efficiently and the low density material flowing into the
slug is acceptable, anyway not avoidable. A lower penetration depth is expected, but with
reference to conducted rod penetration studies, the high-density clad contributes to a larger
hole diameter.
The AB design offers several applications, however, efficient, coaxial bimetal-
lic jets with high penetration performance (depth) can not be achieved with this design.
b. ABA design
The ABA design originated during the development of the AB design. As
aforementioned, the AB design does not allow to form a bimetallic coaxial jet with high-
density core at low cost. The ABA design merges the advantages of a coaxial bimetallic
jet with a material cost efficient application. Monolithic jets can not be be formed with this
design, but both jet types, coaxial and following (q.v. section IV.F), can be achieved by
varying the insert position and amount of material. Heretofore, no experiments or simula-
tions are known examining such liner design.
Figure 38: ABA design
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Fig. 38 provides a general geometrical setup for the ABA design. It shows
a conical liner with constant thickness and two laminates. An additional angle η is intro-
duced, representing the angle of the second laminate. η and ξ can be equal, keeping the
ratio between both materials identical within the insert; or the inserts can be designed with
different angles, affecting the resultant material distribution in the formed jet. If η < ξ,
then a jet with more material A at the tip will form. Along the liner, the material ratio in
the jet will change in aid of material B, which will have the highest amount in the jet tail.
The effect will be vice versa, if η > ξ.
The first laminate creates the later jet core material (material B), the second
laminate shrouds the jet core (material A), and protects it from the environment during
storage and after liner collapse. Using two laminates instead of one insert, results in (i)
a decrease of each insert thickness, and (ii) higher requirements on liner material and as-
sembly quality. Keep in mind, that more than two materials can be used. Then the design
would turn into a ABC design, respectively.
In typical shaped charge jets the core is moving fastest, with decreasing
velocity to the outside. This is caused by the high pressure distribution in the collapse
region. With modification in the insert height, it might be possible to balance the velocity
distribution with materials of lower density as second laminate.
The insert height H must not be equal for both laminates. Hinsert B > Hinsert A
can be applied, especially if the density of material B is lower. In this case, the resulting
higher velocity of material B, due to lower density, can be compensated with the usually
slower part of the jet formed by high density material. As consequence, it should be possi-
ble to form a coaxial bimetallic jet that has an approximately equal velocity gradient from
inside to outside.
4. Fabrication and Cost Issue
The developed and described design concepts address liners with at least two layers.
This requires higher accuracy and advanced manufacturing techniques than a solid material
liner. Especially the interfaces of liner parts need to match to avoid disruptions.
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On the other hand, the AB and ABA designs provide potential for using high density
and expensive liner materials by optimizing the effectiveness. The costs of applying high
valuable materials are much lower than for solid material liners, however, the investigation
on the effect of (total) costs was not an issue of this research.
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VI. RESULTS
The results of the research are presented in this section and interpreted in the fol-
lowing one with additional plots and visual results presented in appendices E and G. Initial
work focused on simulating the Dragon experiments and comparing with observation for
purposes of adding to the NPS validation base and studying the structural integrity of the
copper/zirconium jets produced by the modified liners used in the experiment. Compre-
hensive study of results reported by Chanteret were completed for the purpose of resolving
issues related to coherent jetting. A series of computations were performed for purposes of
developing general understanding of the effect of coaxial jet impact on target penetration.
The final work brings these results together for demonstrating examples of AB and ABA
design solutions and recommended designs for a possible UIUC experiment.
Some definitions for the following statements: (i) In the subsequent sections some
of the results refer to partition or air interface gauges. Partition gauges are denoted as last
gauge in a row of moving gauges, flowing into the jet. Air interface gauges represent the
gauges in a row of moving gauges which are closest to the air interface or on the edge
between liner and air. Note, that for each row only one gauge is called air interface gauge
and one gauge is called the partition gauge. (ii) The notation for liner angles in the plots is
denoted as combination of material and angle, e. g. Cu 20 for a copper lined charge with
liner angle 20◦.
A. DRAGON
The DRAGON simulations were conducted to study jet formation, elongation, and
mass partitioning within the liner. The results of these simulations where used to validate
the simulation setup and to provide a foundation for subsequent simulations. The descrip-




The DRAGON baseline simulation showed a smooth run without termination due to
ANSYS problems. A coherent jet, with jet tip velocity at 2 CD standoff with 9.11 km/s after
54.7 µs was measured; the jet velocity obtained from experimental results was 9.09 km/s.
Calculations for the jet length and position correspond well with radiograph positions, mea-
sured from apex. Results are presented for the basal insert simulations, because both cal-
culations are almost identical.
Fig. 39 provides the cumulative mass vs. velocity distribution after 2 CD standoff.
It shows the amount of mass traveling with corresponding velocity and is an indication
how much mass is in the jet tip. Unfortunately, no experimental data was provided for the
velocity and mass distribution.
Figure 39: DRAGON baseline: cumulative mass vs. jet velocity at standoff 2 CD
The liner partition was detected with moving gauges, provided by appendix E.A.
The mass flowing into jet starts at an apex distance of 3 mm and increases to a maximum
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of 67% of liner thickness towards the base. The values of the the last set of gauges (No.
175-189) do not show explicit results for mass flowing into jet or slug due to disturbances
and overall low velocities, and could not be evaluated. Fig. 40 shows the distribution of
liner mass flowing into jet vs. distance from apex. To compare the detection accuracy for
moving gauges, an identical simulation, where moving gauges were placed with a gap of
0.05 mm (instead 0.1 mm), was conducted. The analysis showed an identical mass partition
line and the performance could not be increased by this approach.
Figure 40: DRAGON baseline: percentage of liner flowing into jet mass vs. distance form
apex (mm)
Calculations for the radial velocity gradient were not performed for this simulation
because available radiographs did not allow for this kind of analysis. The analysis for the
DRAGON base insert covers radial velocity gradients.
2. DRAGON Base insert
The jet formation and resultant jet shape is identical to the DRAGON baseline setup.
Hence, this is not surprising, since both simulations have the same basic geometrical setup.
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Radial velocity gradients from simulation were compared with depicted jet particles
from radiograph FTD13. The average maximum velocity gradient in the radiograph was
estimated with 33 m/s, maxima reached values of 69 m/s. Computation results show, that
the average radial velocity (y-velocity) in or after the collapse region is about 20 m/s with
maxima of 110 m/s. However, material near the centerline tends to have less bouncing
effect than material on the jet outside. Radiograph FTD13, showing frames at 170.0, 183.2,
and 389.3 µs, is provided by appendix D.
With obtained data after 54 µs, the jet tip position was calculated and compared
with results from radiograph FTD13 (Fig. 41). The calculation over-predicted the jet tip
position with 3.2 % at 183.2 µs (1375.7 mm vs. 1333 mm) and under-predicted the jet tail
velocity with 7.4 % (183.2 µs; 482 mm vs. 520.6 mm).
Figure 41: Jet tip position (mm) in calculation vs. radiograph
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The jet and slug partition of the base insert simulation was almost identical to the
DRAGON baseline simulation. Small differences have been detected in the base region,
were zirconium was inserted. As one can see in Fig. 42, the jet tail is formed by copper
and zirconium with zirconium on the outside. Fig. 43 (radiograph) provides the copper/
Figure 42: Copper/ zirconium jet in a late stage of jet formation (after 62 µs)
zirconium jet after 170 µs. A simulation result can not be shown due to termination after
90 µs.
Figure 43: Jet Tail after 170 µs (FTD13)
B. ESTIMATION OF FLOW AND STAGNATION VELOCITIES
The following results are based on simulations with the DRAGON design as basis,
and liner angle series with copper (20◦, 25◦, 42◦ liner) and nickel (20◦, 25◦ liner). The jets
were compared with copper and nickel jets from experiments by Chanteret [Cha92, CL95].
Although, Chanteret varied explosive, liner thickness, and initiation type, the values can be
used to support the findings qualitatively. Table 8 provides jet quality for the results.
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exp/sim material angle coherent bifurcation
exp Cu 20 X
sim Cu 20
exp Ni 20 X
sim Ni 20 X
sim Cu 25 X
sim Ni 25 X
exp Cu 28 X
exp Cu 42 X
sim Cu 42 X
Table 8: Jet quality comparison of simulation and Chanteret (experiment)
1. Stagnation velocity approach results
The stagnation velocity was estimated with two approaches. The method, using
times of peak pressure along the centerline was found to be the most accurate way to
estimate the stagnation velocity. The pressure data were compared with the Hugoniot P-ν-
plane. This was derived from the U-u Hugoniot with equations for conservation of mass
and momentum (ν = ρ−1 is denoted as specific volume, P as pressure, and s as Hugoniot
slope in the U-u-plane):
P = c20 (ν0 − ν) [ν0 − s (ν0 − ν)]−2 (32)
Fig. 44 shows that Hugoniot values are lower than obtained pressure values, but
the curvature is mostly identical. This was expected as the moving gauges are not at the
centerline, but have a vertical offset. Given that the pressure value is less important than
the timing and curvature, the data can be used for calculations. The pressure values from
AUTODYN were calculated with peak pressures at the centerline. Hugoniot data was cal-
culated with density date from partition gauges. Partition gauges were used because they
are closest to the centerline, instead of air interface gauges. The pressures reach maxima
of ca. 187 GPa for copper and nickel with liner angle 20◦. Pressure, compression and
the rising of density decrease with radial distance from the centerline. Further details are
covered by the next section.
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Figure 44: Pressure vs. time comparison of AUTODYN data and Hugoniot calculations for
copper and nickel jets from 20◦ liner
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Figure 45: Stagnation velocity comparison for pressure and inflection method with 20◦
copper lined shaped charge; pressures at the centerline and partition gauges were used
The second approach to calculate stagnation velocity was conducted by the inflec-
tion point method. The results show reasonable match with the first method, although the
variance is greater. Fig. 45 presents a comparison of both methods for the conical copper
lined shaped charge with liner angle 20◦.
2. Flow velocity approach results
The first approach for the estimation of flow velocity used the inflection point
method. The search for the ”right” inflection point was done by hand because a technique,
to fit a curve into the absolute velocity plot was not established. This lowers the accuracy
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of this approach. Fig. 46 provides the flow velocity from inflection points for a copper 20◦,
25◦, 42◦ liner, all with basic DRAGON design and adapted head height. That means, that
the head height was held constant, the shaped charge was longer with decreasing liner an-
gle (q. v. appendix F). The values do not change drastically, moreover, they do not exceed
Figure 46: Flow velocities for a copper lined shaped charge by inflection point method
4 km/s. A similar result was obtained for nickel simulations using this method.
The second method to estimate flow velocity, as difference of jet and stagnation
velocity, was performed with copper and nickel setups. Fig. 47 provides the flow velocity
for copper, Fig. 48 the results for nickel. The plots show the flow velocities of the copper
and nickel series and compare the values with the Harrison criterion. With this approach,
flow velocity values increase with decreasing liner angle, which is consistent with theory.
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Figure 47: Flow velocities for a copper lined shaped charge by difference method. The
Harrison coherency limit at vf = 1.23c0 = c∗ is shown; c∗ = 4846 m/s
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Figure 48: Flow velocities for a nickel lined shaped charge by difference method. The
Harrison coherency limit at vf = 1.23c0 = c∗ is shown; c∗ = 5459 m/s
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Obtained jets show good agreement for expected flow velocities and the Harrison criterion.
The copper jet with 20◦ liner was incoherent in simulation and experiment. The 25◦ and 42◦
liner were coherent in the simulation, although the flow velocity was touching the Harrison
criterion. There are no experimental results for a 25◦ liner, but Chanteret conducted an
experiment with a 28◦ liner which was coherent. The 42◦ liner was coherent like in the
DRAGON baseline experiment.
Nickel jets from 20◦ and 25◦ liner showed also good agreement with experimen-
tal results. Both jets were coherent, and the flow velocities did not exceed the Harrison
criterion.
The jet velocities from the copper angle series are provided by Fig. 49. With
simulation results it should be possible to obtain a coherent jet velocity of 10-10.2 km/s.
C. EFFECT OF PRESSURE AND COMPRESSION ON JET COHERENCY
This section provides results for pressure, compression and density with the above
mentioned copper and nickel series.
The pressure values for the same y-position, e. g. at the x-axis or 2.5 mm parallel
to the x-axis, do not differ between copper and nickel. Hugoniot data for pressures was
estimated with Eqs. (32) and was also found to be almost identical for copper and nickel
jets (q. v. previous section). The pressure values (i) decrease with radial distance to the
centerline, and (ii) decrease with increasing liner angle. This is provided by Fig. 50 and
51.
The results for density and compression had no significant difference for copper
and nickel simulations. Although, both materials have almost identical initial densities
but differ in coherency, both, the densities and compression showed an identical behavior
during liner collapse (q. v. Fig. 52 and 53).
The dependence of coherent jets was also considered under the assumption, that
the coherence does depend on the shock velocity, not the bulk sound speed. Therefore
Hugoniot calculations to estimate the shock and particle velocity were performed using the
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Figure 49: Predicted final velocities of liner materials originating near the jet/slug bound-
aries as function of liner angle.
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Figure 50: Pressure vs. time for nickel and copper; values from fixed gauges along the
centerline and 2.5 mm above
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Figure 51: Pressure vs. time for copper; values from fixed gauges along the centerline and
2.5 mm above with 20◦ and 25◦ liner
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Figure 52: Density vs. time for copper and nickel jets from a 20◦ liner; measured with
partition gauges
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Figure 53: Compression vs. time for copper and nickel jets from a 20◦ liner; measured with
partition gauges
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density and pressure data. At pressures of ca. 150 GPa, the shock velocity was calculated
to be about 7.4 km/s. The pressure in this research reaches maxima of approximately
190 GPa, this would lead to even higher shock velocities. The values are much higher than
obtained flow velocities. Thus, the shock velocity has not been found to be the key factor
to review coherent jets, which is in contradiction to Murphy’s theory statements.
Walker’s theory on jet coherency was also reviewed. He states, that the flow velocity
should not exceed the longitudinal sound speed for a coherent jet. The longitudinal sound
speed for copper and nickel is presented in Tab. 9, together with the Harrison criterion
for comparison. Values were calculated by Eqs. (22) and material properties from the
AUTODYN library. The threshold values for copper and nickel are very close for both
theories.
material 1.23c0 [m/s] cl [m/s]
copper 4846 4807
nickel 5459 5548
Table 9: Harrison and Walker value comparison
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D. EFFECT OF COAXIAL ROD ON PENETRATION
This paragraph covers the results obtained from initial rod penetration simulations.
The simulation layout is provided by section V.F.
The following results are based on a 4 cell/mm Simulation. The ratio means the
amount of inner radius to outer radius. If the ratio is 1/1, then the first 1.5 mm of the radius
are filled with core material and the residual 1.5 mm are filled with outer material which
has a strong effect on the volume. With a ratio of 3/1, the first 2.25 mm is core material and
the rest is outer material (see Fig. 35). Fig. 54 shows the effect of clad material on mass
and penetration perfomance.
Figure 54: Effects of adding outer clad material to a copper or tungsten core
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Core Outer Material Ratio Mass
Length
Calc. Time (ms) Depth (mm) Diameter (mm)
Copper Tungsten 1/1 4.724 9.948e-2 130.2 37
Copper Tungsten 3/1 3.808 1.092e-1 127.2 34
Tungsten Copper 1/1 3.258 1.389e-1 179.2 24
Tungsten Copper 3/1 4.173 1.241e-1 182.2 27
Copper None - 2.524 1.908e-1 124.4 27
Tungsten None - 5.457 2.063e-1 186.2 32
Table 10: Predicted effects of material replacements in coaxial rods on penetration
E. AB DESIGN
Simulations, using liner materials tantalum/ aluminum, copper/hafnium, and vice
versa, respectively, were conducted to see the visual material behavior of multi-material
lined shaped charge configurations. Liner collapse, jet formation, separation, and jet tip
velocities were studied. Most of the results for AB and ABA simulations were reviewed by
visual results as analytical methods are not known to rate the quality.
The tantalum/aluminum liner produced a coaxial, bimetallic jet with tantalum as
core material and aluminum as clad. The liner collapse process was smooth and without
disturbances, although it seemed that aluminum was ”overtaking” tantalum. In the jet,
aluminum had a higher velocity due to its low density and traveled faster than tantalum.
This resulted in a hollow jet tip, but a coaxial jet without breakup behind the jet tip (q.v. Fig.
55). The jet tip velocity of tantalum, obtained from the calculation was about 8.42 km/s.
Necking was detected for the shrouding material, however, it seemed to protect the
core material from necking and breakup. This phenomena might contribute to penetration
performance.
The jet did not show indication for material separation, even though aluminum
moved faster.
The aluminum/tantalum liner formed a jet with a small amount of aluminum at
the tip and a monolithic main jet of tantalum. The jet tip velocity for copper was 9.2 km/s,
for tantalum 8.6 km/s, accordingly. The total amount of tantalum flowing into slug could
be decreased by reducing the insert height of tantalum. The penetration depth should be
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better than in the vice versa setup, having the high-density material as core. Anyhow, the
simulation predicts early necking and incoherence of the jet (q. v. Fig. 57), probably
because the bulk sound speed of tantalum is about 1.9 km/s lower than of aluminum.
Figure 55: Tantalum/ aluminum jet after 48 µs
Another simulation with copper/hafnium was conducted. The goal was to form
a high-density hafnium jet with high amount of hafnium flowing into jet, least hafnium
flowing into slug. The substitution was applied along the partition line, starting at about
13 mm distance from the apex to ensure a minimal insert thickness of 0.3 mm. The setup
is shown in Fig. 58.
The simulation showed almost all hafnium flowing into jet, as it was intended. Cop-
per formed the jet tip because of zoning/ memory limits. These limit the ability to place
hafnium along the liner apex. The low bulk sound speed of hafnium, c0 = 2954 m/s, caused
early necking of the jet. The formed jet is shown in Fig. 59 after 53 µs. A possible solution
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Figure 56: Aluminum/ tantalum jet after 48 µs
Figure 57: Necking of aluminum/ tantalum jet after 64 µs
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Figure 58: AB design: copper liner with hafnium base insert
for this issue will be presented in the discussion. Further simulation frames, showing stages
of jet formation are presented in appendix G.
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Figure 59: Resulting copper/ hafnium jet after 53 µs
F. ABA DESIGN
The ABA design was applied to simulations where at least two materials are jetting,
for example, where a high-density core is used improve penetration, or where core materi-
als needs to be protected from the environment. Therefore, exemplary computations with
aluminum as material A and tantalum as material B (AlTaAl) were conducted. For means
of jet/ slug partition line estimation a copper/ copper liner was tested at the beginning.
The liner had a total thickness of 1.5 mm in all cases but presented results can also
be transfered to thicker or thinner liner designs, as long as the M/C-ratio is held on a
constant level. All other geometrical parameters were equal in these simulations. Fig. 60
provides the geometrical setup to obtain a bimaterial coaxial jet, here as an example with a
copper/copper liner. Other material combinations had the same layout.
The copper/ copper simulation, performed, to see the effect of liner partition esti-
mation, showed a non optimal result. The amount of laminate 1 flowing into jet was greater
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Figure 60: ABA design layout illustrating the insert height for a copper/ copper simulation
than intended; the full amount of liner material 2 was flowing into jet. Simulation pictures
after selected times are presented in appendix G.
The simulation for AlTaAl showed a liner breakup after ca. 20 % of liner collapse,
with resulting disturbances in the first part of the jet (q. v. Fig. 61). The resulting jet with
tantalum as core and aluminum as clad material was formed surprisingly good. However,
the value of this result should not be over-estimated. It shows, that aluminum and tantalum,
having a big difference in densities, are not as easy to pair as material combinations with
less density difference.
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Figure 61: Aluminum/ tantalum jet with liner disruption after 19 µs
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G. UIUC DESIGN RESULT
The geometrical design of the 50 mm NM charge for the UIUC was modeled as
shown in Fig. 62. The body is relatively thick, compared to the DRAGON design, in order
to increase the detonation pressure and to support higher velocities especially in the jet tail.
Mechanical drawings are attached in appendix C.C, appendix F provides the simulation
layout.
Figure 62: UIUC simulation layout with a 1 mm liner illustrating boundaries and gauge
placement
The initial simulation was performed to estimate the jet/ slug partition interface in
the liner. The initial liner used by the UIUC was 1.61 mm thick; the zoning in this initial
simulation was chosen with 6 mm/cell with a fast running simulation. Obtained data was
used to define timing to halt subsequent simulations. Informations from moving gauges
could not be used successfully because the resolution was too coarse.
A second simulation was conducted with a graded 12/8 mm zoning and a vertical
gauge distance of 0.1 mm in order to increase the resolution for moving gauges. The results
did not match expectations, as only a small percentage (about 0-15 %) was flowing into the
jet and the jet tip velocity was slow (5.46 km/s). However, gauge results were consistent
with visual results.
Since very little mass flowed into jet and the jet tip was slow, and the liner appeared
to be thicker than it should be based on other experiences, a series of computations to esti-
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mate the effect of liner thickness reduction was performed. An overview of liner reduction
effects is provided by Tab. 11.
As consequence, a setup with a thiner liner (1 mm) was conducted. This simulation
produced a faster jet (6.3 km/s at the tip) and it also allowed for an analysis of the partition
line. The jetting partition was increasing up to 35 % of the liner thickness (absolute velocity
plots and gauge positions are presented in appendix E). Anyway, the applied explosive,
NM, has a lower detonation velocity and pressure causing a worse performance than octol
70/30 in the DRAGON simulations. Additionaly, the liner is relatively thicker than in the
DRAGON simulations. However, the simulation formed a good jet with less decreasing
axial velocity gradient.
To improve the performance, a thiner liner with 0.75 mm thickness, about 1.5 % of
the charge diameter, was studied. This lead to lower a M/C ratio and higher velocities,
with 40 % of liner mass flowing into the jet and jet tip velocities of 6.7 km/s.




Table 11: Effect of liner thickness on jet tip velocity and relative mass flowing into jet
The basic result of the UIUC simulation is the estimation of the jet/slug interface.
The partition line starts at a distance of 15 mm from the apex with 0.1 mm thickness and
increases almost linearly to the base with a thickness of 0.4 mm. This is a guide for further
possible material insertion designs; a first example is shown as follows.
After successful simulations with solid copper liners, an approximated base insert
simulation with aluminum as insert was conducted. In the solid copper simulation the
amount of a 1 mm liner flowing into the jet was about 40 %. Aluminum has a much
lower density than copper, so that the partition line changes in a base insert simulation. In
general, every change of liner materials or design affects the partition line. Therefore, a
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series of simulations would be required to fully optimize the application. The simulations,
performed in this research, focus on initial qualitative effects and guidelines.
A base insert simulation was conducted with a 1 mm liner and increasing insert
thickness along the partition line. The liner volume is constant, however, the mass along
the liner is decreasing because of an increasing amount of aluminum (q. v. design layout
in appendix F). The visual result is showed by Fig. 63, showing the aluminum insert with
H=48 mm and an initial thickness of 0.1 mm. This design showed a good jet formation
quality and equal jet tip velocities, compared to the solid copper liner (q. v. Fig. 64). It also
performed much better than an insert simulation based on the initial UIUC design (1.61 mm
thick liner with equally thick base insert; H=10.1 mm), where material separation occurred
in early stages.
For the base insert simulation, it was recognized that the liner turning was faster
than for the solid copper liner. This is a result from less liner mass towards the tail and
thus a changing M/C-ratio. Additionally, the velocities of copper and aluminum differ-
entiated along the jet radius, even at the interface. The copper core was a lot slower than
the aluminum clad (q. v. Fig. 65). Although the materials stay together in the simulation,
where aluminum is moving faster than copper, the real effect is not known. The simula-
tion predicted a coaxial jet with a hollow jet tip of aluminum, provided by Fig. 117. In
the DRAGON base insert, where zirconium was jetting together with copper at the jet tail,
the effect of differentiating velocity was negligible (the velocity difference between copper
and zirconium was about 0.03km/s). Anyway, the base insert simulation represents a first
result on material behavior and on the effect of liner turning and jet formation of an copper/
aluminum liner.
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Figure 63: UIUC design with 1 mm liner thickness and basal insert
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Figure 64: UIUC design: 1 mm liner thickness with basal insert after 18 µs
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Figure 65: Velocity of aluminum and copper along the jet radius at the same x-position
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VII. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS, AND NECESSARY
ASSUMPTIONS AND POTENTIAL IMPLICATIONS
The results presented in the previous chapter are discussed in this chapter. If
available, experimental and simulation results will be compared and deviations explained.
Moreover, made assumptions and potential implication will be presented.
It is important to note that the contours of the components of each charge are not
continuous because of zoning limitations (and memory allocation limitations). Therefore,
resultant jets are likewise relatively rough (or coarse). Also, the boundaries between liner
components are by necessity inserted as step functions, which also artificially skew compu-
tational results. In the real world of precision machine programming and machining, these
problems are eliminated.
The used material properties in AUTODYN are presented in appendix A15.
A. DRAGON
The DRAGON results provide an experimental validation forming a foundation
for this research (i. e. jet formation, jet elongation, basal insert jetting, detection of the
partition line). The simulation setup was used for further simulation studies as basis to
support findings.
Overall, presented results for the DRAGON baseline and DRAGON base insert
simulation match good with experimental results. Computations for jet velocity, jet elon-
gation and length, and jet coherency were within acceptable tolerances and were in good
agreement with experimental data. This supports the used materials (and material models)
as well as the simulation setup, including zoning and other simulation softeware options.
15Material properties in the AUTODYN library differ partially from values provided by [Coo96, Isb05,
Lyn74]. For instance, the sources provide different speed of sound and slope values that affect the calculation.
Anyway, these differences might change the results slightly, but not significantly. Keep in mind this being
a source of error when comparing simulation results with experiments. Presented results were reviewed by
additional spot-check calculations to verify values.
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Due to studies of the liner mass partition, the liner partition flowing into jet is
increasing almost linearly from apex to base with a maximum of 67 %, or ca. 1 mm.
Kennedy’s basal insert had a thickness of 0.76 mm (about 51 % of the liner thickness),
consequently zirconium and copper were jetting in this part of the liner. This is also shown
by the DRAGON base insert simulation frame after 62 µs (Fig. 42).
The simulation result shows, that the insert would need to be greater than 0.76 mm
to form a zirconium only jet tail. This design would contribute to the effect of zirconium
within the target. Jet tail velocities were in agreement in both simulations; the formation of
the jet tail showed few differences in simulation and experiment.
B. APPROACH FOR FLOW AND STAGNATION VELOCITIES
The two approaches used to estimate stagnation velocity were found to be in agree-
ment (peak pressure motion and velocity inflection). The values of both are reproducible,
but the approach using the time of peak pressure along the x-axis calculated stagnation ve-
locity values with less variation between points. Moreover, this technique is easier to apply,
as it requires only the time of peak pressures and the distance between fixed gauges. Ad-
ditionally, the search for the inflection point is less accurate (q. v. the following discussion
of the flow velocity), and this technique can be arduous with increasing number of gauge
points.
The two approaches used to estimate flow velocity produced very different findings.
Results obtained for the flow velocity with inflection point method showed that the absolute
velocity at the inflection point is not consistent with PER theory. The estimated jet velocity,
as sum of flow and stagnation velocity, was in a range of 1-1.4 km/s (for copper) lower than
the independently measured jet velocity. Further, the flow velocity did not respond in an
expected way on the variation of liner angles. Therefore this method is not applicable to
estimate the flow velocity and it should also not be used to estimate the stagnation velocity
by inflection point.
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An additional attempt to check, if the flow velocity is reached at the time of maximal
pressure in moving gauges, showed that this would over-predict flow velocity values by 1-
2 km/s. Accordingly, the flow velocity is reached at a time, after the inflection point but
before the peak pressure in the moving gauges.
Calculations of flow velocity with the second method showed an increasing flow ve-
locity with decreasing liner angle. The values did meet expected values and were in agree-
ment with results from Harrison and Chanteret. This result points out, that the coherency
criterion, proposed by Harrison, is valid for conical shaped charges in this research. At
least, simulation and experimental results for copper and nickel jets were consistent with
this theory. Other researchers showed, that the criterion is also applicable for other materi-
als, except for aluminum.
The process to reach the flow velocity can be explained as follows. The high pres-
sure stagnation region moves behind the collision point with vs in the direction of detona-
tion, and continues to exert a force on the material flow in both directions, i. e. forward jet
flow and backward slug flow. At the onset of collapse material partitions, the pressure stag-
nation region encounters first with the material partitions. The final flow velocity occurs at
the point where the high pressure region catches up with the collision.
In general, the established values have been found to be consistent with theory, as
the stagnation pressure increase with decreasing angle. The values have been validated
with calculations, looking at the conservation of mass and momentum and at the Hugoniot.
This is the first successful approach to estimate stagnation and flow velocities from
hydrocode simulations without applying geometrical relationships or calculating liner col-
lapse angles. The basis for this technique is the vector triangle vj = vs +vf and knowledge
about the liner collapse process.
C. EFFECT OF FLOW VELOCITY AND PRESSURE ON JET COHERENCY
Results from experiments conducted by [Cha92], [Har81] and others have shown,
that the limit for coherent jets equates to the Harrison criteria. Also, results of an approach
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to estimate flow and stagnation velocities, compared to jet velocities showed that the Harri-
son criterion can be applied to predict the coherency of shaped charges. The flow velocity
in conducted copper and nickel simulations with different liner angle α provided that the
flow velocity seems to be the key factor for jet coherency, but the provided criterion by
Walker, that the longitudinal sound speed is the factor for coherent jets, was also appli-
cable. In most cases, the longitudinal sound speed does not vary much from Harrison’s
values. For copper, the Harrison criterion allows a flow velocity of 4846 m/s, with Walker,
the flow velocity would be limited to 4807 m/s.
Analysis of densities and compression show comparable compression and density
values for copper and nickel. As both have similar densities, the bulk sound speed of nickel
is ca. 12 % higher than for copper. This indicates a higher maximal allowable flow velocity
for coherent nickel jets and is in agreement with simulation and experimental results.
The dependence of coherent jet was also considered under the assumptions made
by Murphy. Murphy’s theory could not be validated at all. It is found in this case that the
flow coherency limit is not affected by the shock velocity (or at least not above 1.23 times
the bulk sound velocity and/or the longitudinal velocity limit prescribed by Walker).
Again, Walker’s theory, that the jet velocity depends on the longitudinal sound
speed was applicable. However, there is only a small difference between the Walker and
Harrison guided predictions for the copper and nickel results, thus it is not possible to claim
that either is absolutely correct.
D. COAXIAL ROD PENETRATION
The rod penetration study was performed to examine the effect of material arrange-
ment in coaxial multi-material jets. The results had a major influence on the AB and ABA
design and show benefits and penalties of material substitution in a coaxial bimetallic rod
or shaped charge jet.
The generic findings are that a coaxial penetrator containing the denser material in
the core will penetrate much better than the opposite material orientation. However, for the
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case where a lower dense material is preferred in the core for other reasons, a denser sleeve
will increase penetration slightly.
This is supported the following findings:
• Tungsten with its higher density penetrates more than copper (here about 50%); this
is consistent with the hydrodynamic theory.
• Placing the high density material on the inside of a bimetallic rod increases the pen-
etration depth.
• Increasing the ratio between the high and low density material increases the hole
diameter, independent on the material positioning.
• Decreasing the portion of the higher density material leads to a higher weight de-
crease but a slow penetration decrease, if the high-density material is on the inside.
[e.g. comparing a pure tungsten rod with a 3/1 tungsten/copper rod, which means,
that copper is with 0.75 mm on the outside and tungsten is with 2.25 mm on the in-
side of the rod (core); the resulting weight reduction is 24 %, but the penetration is
reduced by only 3 %]
• Increasing the portion of the high density material on the outside leads to a higher
increase of mass, and a small increase of penetration depth [e.g. comparing pure
copper to a copper/tungsten with ratio 3/1; mass increase of 50 % with penetration
increase of 2.5 %]
As one can see, a benefit in penetration depth would be achieved, if a coaxial multi-
material jet with the high-density material as core could be designed. On the other hand,
the penetration diameter increases, if a low-density core is shrouded by a high-density clad.
There are applications utilizing either configurations.
Note, that the amount of core material can be decreases (as long as the jet stays
stable and does not bend) with low penalties of penetration performance but significantly
lower jet mass. This means, that a jet from a thinner liner could perform almost as good as
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heavily lined shaped charges or that a thicker liner does not increase the penetration very
much. This is also consistent with hydrodynamic theory.
This result was used as major input for the AB and ABA design. The challenge was
to design a shaped charge that produces a coaxial, not separating multi-material jet with a
high velocity gradient.
E. AB RESULT
The obtained results from tantalum/ aluminum showed that it is possible to form
a bimetallic jet with the high-density material on the inside and a low-density material
on the outside. Although both materials have a big difference in their density and bulk
sound speed, the jet stayed together and should have a good penetration efficiency, if the
disturbances are small from the hollow jet in the front. In the vice-versa setup, it was
possible to achieve a solid tantalum jet with a small amount of aluminum in the front. Both
simulations performed successfully in terms of expectations.
The copper/ hafnium simulation showed almost all hafnium flowing into the jet.
However, the jet started necking in a early phase which might affect the penetration perfor-
mance. Overall, this second material combination, with less difference in densities, showed
better jet formation then aluminum and tantalum. The effect of density differences should
be reviewed in further research by simulations and experiments.
Anyway, the AB results supported design considerations and assumptions made on
jet formation. Findings also pointed out to examine material behavior for ABA design, as
the AB design was effective, showing that a jet of high valuable material can be formed by
reduced material cost. The next paragraph describes a possible design to overcome early
necking of the hafnium jet.
To reply to early necking, a second type of jet could be formed in the following
configuration. Here, the first part within the partition should be copper. The height of
the first material should be chosen as long as high flow velocities occur. Hafnium with
c0 = 2954 m/s (copper: c0 = 3940 m/s), should go into the jet after the flow velocity de-
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creases to c∗ = 3633.42 m/s (Harrison criterion for hafnium) to ensure a coherent jet. To
analyze the position where hafnium should be placed, would require to search for the x-
position in the liner, at which the flow velocity falls below the maximum coherent flow
velocity for hafnium.
F. ABA RESULT
Results from ABA studies show more challenges with a three-layered liner than
designs with a two-layered liner. For instance, the liner broke in the aluminum/ tantalum
simulation during the collapse process, nevertheless, it seemed to form a coherent jet after-
wards; disturbances near the jet tip were caused by the early disruption and computational
limitations.
In the test simulation with copper and copper16, no disturbances (e. g. liner break)
could be detected. It was noted that the estimated partition line did not match 100 % in the
test simulation. Although, both copper materials were identical, different results might be
an issue of the material interface in the simulation software. This should be understood as
a warning that the partition interface can change in simulations, even if equal materials are
used.
Although problems occurred, the ABA simulations performed better as expected.
Yet, they do not provide sufficient results to design an experiment, so that additional simu-
lations are required.
Finally, AB and ABA simulations contributed to the understanding of multi-material
liner design. The intention of both designs is new, although there have been attempts for
bimetallic liners in the past, as it wants to form a cost and material effective jet, especially
with high-performance insert materials or laminates.
16The same copper was used; just two names in the simulation.
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G. UIUC
To give an qualitative recommendation for the UIUC experiments, simulations with
the initial UIUC design, in addition with different liner thickness, were conducted. In
general, the initial UIUC design with a 1.6 mm liner showed a worse jet formation than
thinner liner designs. For each case, the amount of mass and the jet tip velocity increased
relatively, by decreasing the liner thickness (q. v. Tab. 11).
The variation of liner thickness lead overall to an equal or slightly higher total jet
mass because the liner volume decreases less than 50 %, but the relative amount of jet mass
is about the double (comparison of 1.61 mm versus 0.75 mm liner). Assuming that the
change in total mass is not crucial, the thinner liner will perform at least as good as the
1.61 mm liner, considering the penetration. Since the quality of jet formation is better with
a thin liner, the general recommendation for the UIUC is to use a thinner liner (about 2%
of the charge diameter).
The base insert simulation with the 1 mm liner showed good material attachment
and a smooth jet formation process. The result is better than a base insert simulation with
the 1.6 mm liner, where aluminum separated in an early stage from the copper jet.
In general, it is recommended for the UIUC experiment that the liner thickness
should be decreased to obtain a better explosive to charge mass ratio (M/C-ratio). This
will result in less total liner mass and reduce material cost, without crucial penalties for
the total jet mass. The jet stretching (elongation), especially at low standoff, will benefit
from higher jet tip velocities leading to an increasing jet length. Note, that this can also
lead to early jet breakup due to higher jet tip velocity. Therefore, experiments need to be
performed because exact jet breakup can not be calculated with simulations (it is only a
mathematical jet breakup).
In order to avoid disturbances and to use the full amount of insert material, the
basal insert needs to be adapted to the partition interface, starting out as thin as possible
and increasing to the appropriate thickness. This results in an jet area, where both materials
are present along the radius, and a jet tail with solid insert material, here aluminum.
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Although, the jet formation of this initial insert simulation performed well, the liner
turning is affected by the a decreasing mass along the liner. Since aluminum has a much
lower density than copper, it might also be beneficial to design an insert with gradually
increasing insert thickness, towards the axis of symmetry, to balance the M/C-ratio. This
would not change the copper-aluminum interface, but the total liner mass could be held
equal, resulting in a constant explosive to inert mass ratio. Otherwise, the partition interface
changes because of a large change in the liner mass towards the base.
The UIUC could only provide penetration results, so the jet formation data and ve-
locities could not be compared with simulation results. Anyway, simulation results provide
qualitative and quantitative recommendations and form a reasonable baseline for further
designs.
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VIII. CONLUSIONS
It is shown in this research the possibilities of generating stable bi-material coaxial
jets, potentially useful for a wide range of applications, e. g. overcoming coherent flow
limitations or enhancing behind the target effects. Several bi-material designs are proposed
based on examinations of the following candidate materials: aluminum, tantalum, zirco-
nium, copper, nickel, hafnium and tungsten.
The proposed applications of this research are based on finite difference computa-
tions using the ANSYS AUTODYN code. Comparisons between experimental results from
a 100 mm octol copper lined shaped charge with code prediction are reported. These com-
parisons include jet tip velocities, jet velocity/cumulative mass distributions, jet elongation,
and the identification of specific disruptive characteristics during jet formation.
An approach for improving the geometrical input in AUTODYN with MATLAB
code was established.
Furthermore, approaches for estimating flow and stagnation velocities were devel-
oped and verified with experimental results. Results have been found to be consistent with
jet coherence theory provided by Harrison or Walker, however, none of both theories could
be validated because both predict close maximum coherent flow velocities.
Using penetration capability as a performance objective, it is predicted that a rep-
resentative material pair can replicate the performance of a baseline copper charge. In this
case the second material shrouding the copper core might reduce chemical and/or electrical
interactions.
Moreover, multi-material design concepts with at least two material layers within
the liner were developed, discussed and tested with depicted material pairs. For example,
it is shown that a bi-metallic tantalum/aluminum or inlay of tantalum in an aluminum liner
can be designed to form a coaxial (or primary tantalum) jet that has superior penetration
capability relative to copper at small material cost penalty. It is also possible to form a
copper/hafnium combination, where hafnium is the primary interest for penetration.
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A simulation study for a running UIUC experiment was conducted. It has been
shown that a thinner liner should be used to increase the explosive to liner mass ratio. It
was estimated that the jet velocity, jet stretching, and thus penetration will benefit.
Relevant experimental data, material response models, and computational approaches
and set ups are reported.
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IX. RECOMMENDATIONS
There are three major research fields that should be part of further investigations.
First, several experiments have to be conducted. The designed and simulated multi-material
shaped charges are based on bi-metallic experiments, however, none of these designs was
focus of previous experimental setups. Especially the material attachment of multi-material
designs should be focused on. Penetration simulations could not be conducted due to time
restrictions of this work. In order to compare with experimental results, penetration simula-
tions should be part of further investigation directed towards multi-material shaped charge
studies.
In all simulations the charge diameter was 25 or 100 mm with constant liner thick-
ness. Additional simulations with biconic liners or different liner thickness should be run
to investigate the effect on mass partition and jet formation.
Also, impact experiments with bi-material rods should be conducted to validate
effects on penetration.
Second, the coherency criteria provided by Walker and Harrison need to be inves-
tigated in more detail with other materials than copper and nickel, where the maximum
coherent flow velocities are less close. This might validate one theory and add information
for approaches to exceed current maximum flow coherency limitations.
Finally, results from stagnation and flow velocities show that the flow velocity is
the key factor for jet coherency. Higher coherent jet velocities should be reached if the
stagnation velocity can be increased without affecting the flow velocity. Also, penetration
performance would benefit from this attempt.
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APPENDIX A: MATERIAL PROPERTIES
Material Name CU-OFHC Nickel Zirconium
Equation of State Shock Shock Shock
Reference density (g/cm3) 8.93 8.874 6.505
Gruneisen coefficient 2.02 1.93 1.09
Parameter C1 (m/s) 3.94x103 4.602x103 3.757x103
Parameter S1 1.489 1.437 1.018
Parameter Quadratic S2 (s/m) 0.0 0.0 0.0
Relative volume, VE/V0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Relative volume, VB/V0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Parameter C2 (m/s) 0.0 0.0 0.0
Parameter S2 0.0 0.0 0.0
Reference Temperature (K) 3.0x102 3.0x102 0.0
Specific Heat (J/kgK) 3.83x102 4.01x102 0.0
Thermal Conductivity (J/mKs) 0.0 0.0 0.0
Strength None None None
Failure None None None
Erosion None None None
Material Cutoffs - - -
Maximum Expansion 1.0x10−1 1.0x10−1 1.0x10−1
Minimum Density Factor 1.0x10−6 1.0x10−6 1.0x10−6
Minimum Density Factor (SPH) 2.0x10−1 2.0x10−1 2.0x10−1
Maximum Density Factor (SPH) 3.0 3.0 3.0
Minimum Soundspeed (m/s) 1.0x10−6 1.0x10−6 1.0x10−6
Maximum Soundspeed (m/s) 1.01x1020 1.01x1020 1.01x1020
Maximum Temperature (K) 1.01x1020 1.01x1020 1.01x1020
Table 12: Liner Materials in AUTODYN
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Material Name Tantalum Aluminum 2024 Hafnium
Equation of State Shock Shock Shock
Reference density (g/cm3) 16.654 2.785 12.885
Gruneisen coefficient 1.6 2 0.98
Parameter C1 (m/s) 3.414x103 5.328x103 2.954x103
Parameter S1 1.201 1.338 1.121
Parameter Quadratic S2 (s/m) 0.0 0.0 0.0
Relative volume, VE/V0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Relative volume, VB/V0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Parameter C2 (m/s) 0.0 0.0 0.0
Parameter S2 0.0 0.0 0.0
Reference Temperature (K) 3.0x102 00. 0.0
Specific Heat (J/kgK) 3.83x102 0.0 0.0
Thermal Conductivity (J/mKs) 0.0 0.0 0.0
Strength None None None
Failure None None None
Erosion None None None
Material Cutoffs - - -
Maximum Expansion 1.0x10−1 1.0x10−1 1.0x10−1
Minimum Density Factor 1.0x10−6 1.0x10−6 1.0x10−6
Minimum Density Factor (SPH) 2.0x10−1 2.0x10−1 2.0x10−1
Maximum Density Factor (SPH) 3.0 3.0 3.0
Minimum Soundspeed (m/s) 1.0x10−6 1.0x10−6 1.0x10−6
Maximum Soundspeed (m/s) 1.01x1020 1.01x1020 1.01x1020
Maximum Temperature (K) 1.01x1020 1.01x1020 1.01x1020
Table 13: Liner Materials in AUTODYN (continuation)
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Material Name LX14 Nitromethane Octol 70/30
Equation of State JWL JWL JWL
Reference Density (g/cm3) 1.835 1.128 1.804
Parameter A (kPa) 8.261x108 2.0925x108 7.1395x108
Parameter B (kPa) 1.724x107 5.689x106 1.289x107
Parameter R1 4.55 4.40 4.50
Parameter R2 1.32 1.2 1.2
Parameter W 3.8x10−1 3.0x10−1 3.8x10−1
C-J Detonation Velocity (m/s) 8,800 6,280 8,330
C-J Energy/ Volume (kJ/m3) 1.02x107 5.1x106 9.18x106
C-J-Pressure (kPa) 3.7x107 1.25x107 3.20x107
Burn on Compression Fraction 0 0 0
Pre-Burn Bulk Modulus (kPa) 0 0 0
Adiabatic Constant (kPa) 0 0 0
Auto convert to Ideal Gas Yes Yes Yes
Strenght None None None
Failure None None None
Erosion None None None
Material Cutoffs - - -
Maximum Expansion 1.0x10−1 1.0x10−1 1.0x10−1
Minimum Density Factor 1.0x10−6 1.0x10−6 1.0x10−6
Minimum Density Factor (SPH) 2.0x10−1 2.0x10−1 2.0x10−1
Maximum Density Factor (SPH) 3.0 3.0 3.0
Minimum Soundspeed (m/s) 1.0x10−6 1.0x10−6 1.0x10−6
Maximum Soundspeed (m/s) 1.0x1020 1.0x1020 1.0x1020
Maximum Temperature (K) 1.01x1020 1.01x10201.01x1020
Table 14: Explosives Properties in AUTODYN
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Material Name AL2024T351 Steel 1006
Equation of State Shock Shock
Reference density (g/cm3) 2.785 7.896
Gruneisen coefficient 2.00 2.17
Parameter C1 (m/s) 5.328x103 4.569x103
Parameter S1 1.338 1.49
Parameter Quadratic S2 (s/m) 0.0 0.0
Relative volume, VE/V0 0.0 0.0
Relative volume, VB/V0 0.0 0.0
Parameter C2 (m/s) 0.0 0.0
Parameter S2 0.0 0.0
Reference Temperature (K) 3.0x102 3.0x102
Specific Heat (J/kgK) 8.75x102 4.51x102
Thermal Conductivity (J/mKs) 0.0 0.0
Strength Johnson Cook Johnson Cook
Shear Modulus (kPa) 2.76x107 8.18x107
Yield Stress (kPa) 2.65x105 3.5x105
Hardening Constant (kPa) 4.26x105 2.75x105
Hardening Exponent 3.4x10−1 3.6x10−1
Strain Rate Constant 1.5x10−2 2.2x10−2
Thermal Softening Exponent 1.00 1.00
Melting Temperature (K) 7.75x102 1.811x103
Failure None None
Erosion None None
Material Cutoffs - -
Maximum Expansion 1.0x10−1 1.0x10−1
Minimum Density Factor 1.0x10−6 1.0x10−6
Minimum Density Factor (SPH) 2.0x10−1 2.0x10−1
Maximum Density Factor (SPH) 3.0 3.0
Minimum Soundspeed (m/s) 1.0x10−6 1.0x10−6
Maximum Soundspeed (m/s) 1.01x1020 1.01x1020
Maximum Temperature (K) 1.01x1020 1.01x1020
Table 15: Confinement Materials in AUTODYN
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Material Name 4340 Steel
Equation of State Linear
Reference Density (g/cm3) 7.83
Bulk Modulus (kPa) 1.59x108
Reference Temperature (K) 3.0x102
Specific Heat (J/kgK) 4.77x102
Thermal Conductivity (J/mKs ) 0.0
Strength Johnson Cook
Shear Modulus (kPa) 8.18x107
Yield Stress (kPa) 7.92x105
Hardening Constant (kPa) 5.1x105
Hardening Exponent 2.6x10−1
Strain Rate Constant 1.4x10−2
Thermal Softening Exponent 1.03
Melting Temperature (K) 1.793x103
Ref. Strain Rate (/s) 1.0





Minimum Density Factor 1.0x10−4
Minimum Density Factor (SPH) 2.x10−1
Maximum Density Factor (SPH) 3.0
Minimum Soundspeed (m/s) 1.0x10−6
Maximum Soundspeed (m/s) 1.01x1020
Maximum Temperature (K) 1.01x1020
Table 16: Target Properties
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APPENDIX B: SIMULATION SETUP WITH AUTODYN
Key features of the menu-driven setup and specific details that have to be considered
for setting up an axi-symmetric shaped charge and penetration computations are discussed
below. It is important to note that it is only necessary to construct half of the problem
geometry because of the cylindrical symmetry.
As mentioned above, the user has to consider different techniques to improve the
computational time. For relatively simple problems, the simulations run fairly fast, but for
more detailed and realistic problems, which need a higher accuracy, the computations can
run for several weeks or even months. Accordingly, techniques like graded, i.e. variable,
zoning, removal of used materials, and using subgrids were integrated into the design of
the simulation layouts, resulting in the reduction of the total run time of typical simulation
setups in this research.
A. GENERAL SETUP AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
The ANSYS AUTODYN material library contains a good selection with several
strength models of materials, including explosive materials. The choice of materials is the
first step in setting up a simulation. If the internal material library does not contain the
needed material, the user can add manually defined materials to the library. Used materials
are shown in appendix A.
Next, boundary conditions have to be initialized. Transmit boundaries are used on
the left and upper side of the used grid (Fig. 66). They let materials transmit which are
perpendicular to the surface; however, the bouncing of angular material is not significant
for the results and thus unattended. An outflow boundary is setup on the right side of the
grid for purposes of allowing unhindered flow-out of the jet. An array of fixed gauges is
positioned along this boundary to sense the velocities of the jet and the respective radial
dependence (q.v. Fig. 120). The centerline of the problem is the axis of symmetry. The
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outflow boundary is selected to consist of the same material as the void in the computational
grid.
In these simulations void space instead of air is used due to:
• The outflow velocities of jet and air can not be differentiated (main reason)
• Less memory allocation
• Small fractions of compressed air in a cell resulting from detonation product gas
expansion can cause a reduction in time setup.
Figure 66: Boundary conditions of the charge grid
B. SUBGRID
One can model the problem in one huge grid, which contains the shaped charge
and the target. This approach results in a gigantic number of cells and a relatively long
computation time. An optimized option is to divide the grid in several subgrids, so that the
simulation starts with no more than one subgrid. The first subgrid is called the ”charge”
subgrid, because it represents the detonation and jet formation process. The next subgrid,
which is called ”target” subgrid, is then joined to the charge subgrid (v.q. Fig. 67). To
enable a successful joining, the adjacent subgrids need to have exactly the same zoning. To
employ the advantage, the simulation is halted before the jet reaches the right end of the
first subgrid. Then, the next subgrid is joined to the first one, gauges are placed, boundary
conditions are allocated, and the simulation resumed.
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Figure 67: Example for subgrid joining (from Doung)
C. ZONING
The main step in the simulation setup is the geometrical definition of the part(s).
The initial mesh is defined as a rectilinear mesh in an I and J range. The number of cells
depends, first, on the dimensions of the grid or subgrid, and second, on the cells per mm.
It is in common that a high resolution and a huge grid lead to high number of cells and
consequently to a very long computational time. There is also a hardware boundary that
limits the number of cells by the memory. To avoid these problems and to sustain the
required accuracy graded, i.e. variable, zoning is used. It combines the advantage of fine
zoning and a high accuracy in the area of interest and coarse zoning in less important
regions. Graded zoning can be applied for I and/ or J-direction and the user can choose
whether it is an upper, middle, or lower grade zoning. In the chosen area the user then sets
the size and number of fine cells for the specific direction. In the shaped charge simulation,
since axial symmetry is used, a lower zoning is applied. The size and number of the cells is
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dependent on the overall dimensions of the setup. An example of a zoning plan is illustrated
in Figure 68 and in the paragraph below.
Figure 68: Example for graded zoning of a 100mm charge
Example Illustration of zoning architecture for a 100 mm charge shown in Fig. 68 with
dimensions of the charge subgrid: 400 mm × 125 mm. The zones per mm in the I and J
dimensions are varied as shown.
Zoning with 4 cells/mm results in a number of cells:
(400 mm× 4)× (125 mm× 4) = 800, 000 cells
(200 mm× 4 + 100 mm× 2× 2)× (60 mm× 4 + 65 mm× 2) = 444, 000 cells
The graded zoning significantly reduces memory while minimizing the consequences
on quantitative resolution. For example, the percentage decrease between a constant 4 cell-
s/mm zoning and the graded zoning shown in Figure 68 is 45 % percent.
D. FILLING
Initially, the entire mesh is filled as void. The geometry of the shaped charge has to
be translated in x-y spatial coordinates and added to the simulation. This step is referred
to as Filling. The process of filling is started by using the Fill command. The user can
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utilize Quad, Rectangle and Ellipse Fill commands to shape the final geometry. The fill
commands also include the filling with a material, velocity, or initial condition that can be
also a previously chosen velocity. The definition of velocities as initial conditions increases
the flexibility of the simulation.
E. DETONATION
After filling the initial mesh with different material of different shape, the detona-
tion point needs to be set. For the problems of interest in this investigation, direct point
initiation is used. The initiation time is set to 0.00 ms in all simulations. The point is lo-
cated on the left side of the explosive filler at the longitudinal axis (x-axis). Other options,
e.g. time delays or the type of the path, are optional and not used here.
F. GAUGES
Using gauges is essential for the successful simulation study. If no gauges are ap-
plied, the simulation would mainly serve the purpose of visual results. In order to estimate
material displacements, velocities, changes in density, momentum, internal and kinetic en-
ergy, fixed and moving gauges are placed at positions of interest. Fixed gauges are used
to monitor changes in material flowing pass them and moving gauges are used to track the
changes in extrinsic material characteristics and respective displacement with respect to
time.
For instance, moving gauges are used to study the mass partitioning during the
liner collapse process. Further details on mass partitioning are provided in section V.C.
The monitored gauge data is available for analysis or post processing in the History tab.
Selected information can also be plotted therein. For further analyzing methods, it is pos-
sible to export the gauge data into a UHS, HTML, or CVS file and to use it with other
software tools17.
17This feature is important for simulations that have to be halted for any purpose and then resumed on a
computer cluster. The cluster only starts simulations from the zero-cycle file, consequently the history has to
be merged after the simulation
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G. REMOVAL OF USED MATERIAL
During the simulation it is possible to remove used material. This option is also used
to decrease the computation time and to avoid measurement errors of reflected material
which do not pass the transmit boundary. To identify the point in time to remove material,
without affecting the overall result, the simulation has to be halted and the plot of the kinetic
energy (KE) of the liner material examined. Once the KE of the liner material plateaus
(reaches or approaches an asymptote) other materials in the problem can be removed. At
this point the liner material has conserved the maximum energy it could gain from the
detonation. This reduces memory allocation required for completing a computation. The
other materials can be removed from the materials list; color assignments can change with
material removal.
H. SPECIFICATIONS FOR COUPLED JET FORMATION AND PENETRA-
TION STUDIES
The standoff18 distance is used quite often for the distance between the shaped
charge and the right end of the space. Figure 69 shows a general layout with the target in
the same grid. But in most cases a target is added at a multiple charge diameter distance to
the warhead as a new subgrid as mentioned in apendix B.B. Then the simulation layout is
comparable to Fig. 67, which contains transmit boundaries on the upper side of the subgrid.
In order to avoid reflections of the traveling waves inside of the target material,
which occur from the right side, an outflow boundary should be applied to the right side of
every simulation.
There a two possible approaches. (i) If the target is fully displayed within one
(target)-subgrid, then the target should not be placed against any boundary in order to
avoid destructive reflections unless it is very long. (ii) If the target is very long, one might
model it with several subgrids. In this case the material needs to be placed against the
outflow boundary on the right side between the target subgrids. It is important to mention
18Standoff refers to the distance of the liner base form the target.
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Figure 69: Standoff from the target
that the outflow boundary should contain the target material as preferred material. In the
”last” target subgrid one should let enough space and proceed as in approach (i). The target
material has to be filled until the right side of the grid without a gap and the same material
has to be applied for the boundary condition on that side. Before joining a further subgrid,
the boundary condition has to be cleared, the next subgrid joined and the same boundary
condition applied to the ”new” right end.
I. CONTROLS
In the controls tab the runtime parameters are set for the simulation. These are the
wrap-up criteria:
• cycle limit (maximum number of cycles)
• time limit (maximum runtime)
• energy fraction (percentage of maximum energy error; default 5 %)
• energy reference cycle (start cycle to apply the energy fraction to the calculation)
The cycle and time limit as well as the energy reference cycle are set to high values
(e.g. 100,000) to assure a uninterrupted simulation. Next, the time-step options are set.
To ensure a continual run of the simulation, the minimum time-step should be reduced to
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1.0 × 10−20 ms, because during the simulation particles with varying sized will be pro-
duced. The maximum time-step of 1.0 × 1020 ms needs no adjustment.
The transport option relates to the transport of mass, momentum and energy from
cell to cell. The following change is only related to the energy transport. One can choose
between the conservation of total energy (kinetic + internal energy) or internal energy dur-
ing the transport. Using the ”internal energy” transport in Euler shaped charge calculations
achieves better results, where the detonation products escape into void at high speed (high
kinetic energy). This configuration leads to a more precisely determination of the internal
energy in a cell instead of the default setting ”total energy”.
During the simulation very small particles can result with unrealistically high ve-
locities and therefore produce calculation errors. Setting the maximum velocity cutoff to
15000 m/s in the global velocity cutoff limits the problem.
J. OUTPUT
In the output tab the save options need to be set up to be able to restart a simulation
from a specific point or to create an animation in the post-processing. It can be chosen
between save by cycle or by time. The saving by cycle is more appropriate for shaped
charges, the small time-steps result in an increase of cycles and in more detailed save
points. The saving by time results in decreasing the number of saved points, and as a
consequence reduces quantitative detail especially during the penetration process.
The monitoring of x and y position as well as the temperature are turned off for the
history, by default. This xy-function is useful to monitor the position in space of moving
gauges and to gain date for radial radial velocities. The monitoring of temperatures might
be useful for study of thermal expansion.
K. OTHER SETTINGS
First, all simulations need to be setup on a PC. Then, the computations can be con-
ducted either on a PC or on a cluster. In this research, the main advantage using a cluster is
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not the higher performance but the outsourcing of processes from the workstation. Parallel
computing can not be applied to AUTODYN-2D problems and does not offer additional
performance enhancement. Conducting the computations on the workstation instead of the
cluster, the display frequency refreshing should be increased to at least 50 cycles in order
to reduce slow-down occurrences.
Time-step problems can also occur as a result of the diffusion of small packets of
low density detonation products. In this case, it is found that the material density cutoff
should be set to 1.0 × 10−6 instead of the default 1.0 × 10−4. This option can be changed
in the materials tab with the modify option (Cutoffs→Minimum Density Factor).
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APPENDIX C: MECHANICAL DRAWINGS
A. 25 MM MECHANICAL DRAWING
The 25 mm simulations are based on the following Figures 70 (units: mm) and
71 (units: in). The 0.500 in part (here: bottom Fig. 71) was not implemented into the
simulation, because it is not relevant for the shaped charge analysis.
Figure 70: Liner (Copper)
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Figure 71: Main Body (PTFE)
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B. DRAGON
Figure 72: DRAGON baseline geometrical setup (original from report; units: in) [KB81]
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Figure 73: DRAGON base insert. H denoted as the insert height (units: in) [KB81]
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C. UIUC
Figure 74: UIUC solid copper liner with 1.61 mm liner thickness [Mas10]
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Figure 75: UIUC shaped charge body [Mas10]
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Figure 76: UIUC liner design for aluminum insert [Mas10]
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APPENDIX D: RADIOGRAPHS KENNEDY
Figure 77: FTD 13 Front [KB81]
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Figure 78: FTD 13 middle [KB81]
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Figure 79: FTD13 tail [KB81]
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APPENDIX E: DATA PLOTS
A. ABSOLUTE VELOCITY VS. TIME PLOTS
1. DRAGON Baseline
Figure 80: DRAGON baseline gauge 75-79
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Figure 81: DRAGON baseline gauge 80-84
Figure 82: DRAGON baseline gauge 85-89
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Figure 83: DRAGON baseline gauge 90-95
Figure 84: DRAGON baseline gauge 96-101
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Figure 85: DRAGON baseline gauge 102-107
Figure 86: DRAGON baseline gauge 108-120
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Figure 87: DRAGON baseline gauge 121-133
Figure 88: DRAGON baseline gauge 134-146
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Figure 89: DRAGON baseline gauge 147-159
Figure 90: DRAGON baseline gauge 160-174
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Figure 91: DRAGON baseline gauge 175-189
2. UIUC
The liner partition estimation for a 1 mm copper liner is reported inhere. The sim-
ulation setup is shown in Fig. 62, boundaries are applied like in DRAGON simulations.
Table 17 shows the gauge positions, the following figures provide the absolute velocity
plots for moving gauges.
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Fixed gauges x(mm) y(mm) gap(mm)
1-19 -180..0 0 10
20-38 -180..0 2 10
Moving gauges
39-41 -185 2.329..2.529 0.1
42-44 -180 4.275..4.475 0.1
45-48 -175 6.221..6.521 0.1
49-53 -170 8.167..8.567 0.1
54-58 -165 10.112..10.512 0.1
59-64 -160 12.058..12.558 0.1
65-70 -155 14.004..14.504 0.1
71-77 -150 15.950..16.550 0.1
78-84 -145 17.895..18.495 0.1
85-92 -140 19.841..20.541 0.1
93-101 -135 21.787..22.587 0.1
102-111 -130 23.733..24.633 0.1
Table 17: Gauge position for UIUC copper liner with 1 mm thickness
Figure 92: UIUC solid 1 mm copper liner; gauge 39-41
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Figure 93: UIUC solid 1 mm copper liner; gauge 42-44
Figure 94: UIUC solid 1 mm copper liner; gauge 45-48
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Figure 95: UIUC solid 1 mm copper liner; gauge 49-53
Figure 96: UIUC solid 1 mm copper liner; gauge 54-58
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Figure 97: UIUC solid 1 mm copper liner; gauge 59-64
Figure 98: UIUC solid 1 mm copper liner; gauge 65-70
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Figure 99: UIUC solid 1 mm copper liner; gauge 71-77
Figure 100: UIUC solid 1 mm copper liner; gauge 78-84
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Figure 101: UIUC solid 1 mm copper liner; gauge 85-92
Figure 102: UIUC solid 1 mm copper liner; gauge 93-101
153
Figure 103: UIUC solid 1 mm copper liner; gauge 102-111
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APPENDIX F: LAYOUT DATA
To create the geometry in AUTODYN, the following parameters where used with
the ”fill by geometrical space” Fill option. Space denotes the dimensions of the part, the
following data provide fill parameters. The data in the columns are ordered from top to














































































































































































































































































































































































































The layout for a 1 mm thick liner is shown in this section. It describes geometric
parameters and fill options for AUTODYN; the dimensions for the base insert are also
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APPENDIX G: ADDITIONAL VISUAL SIMULATION RESULTS
A. AB DESIGN
This appendix shows additional simulation frames from AB design studies with
aluminum/ tantalum, tantalum/ aluminum, and copper/ hafnium.
1. Tantalum/ aluminum
Figure 104: AB: Tantalum/ aluminum jet after 21 µs
Figure 105: AB: Tantalum/ aluminum jet after 35 µs
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Figure 106: AB: Tantalum/ aluminum jet after 62 µs
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2. Aluminum/ tantalum
Figure 107: AB: Aluminum/ tantalum jet after 19 µs
Figure 108: AB: Aluminum/ tantalum jet after 33 µs
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3. Copper/ hafnium
Figure 109: AB: Copper/ hafnium jet after 21 µs
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Figure 110: AB: Copper/ hafnium jet after 29 µs
Figure 111: AB: Copper/ hafnium jet after 81 µs
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B. ABA DESIGN
This appendix shows additional simulation frames from ABA design studies with
copper, aluminum, tantalum, and hafnium
1. Copper/ copper
Figure 112: ABA: Copper/ copper jet after 21 µs
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Figure 113: ABA: Copper/ copper jet after 38 µs
Figure 114: ABA: Copper/ copper jet after 53 µs
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2. Aluminum/ tantalum
Figure 115: ABA: Aluminum/ tantalum jet after 34 µs
Figure 116: ABA: Aluminum/ tantalum jet after 60 µs
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C. UIUC SIMULATION
Figure 117: UIUC: Coaxial jet with copper as core and aluminum as shrouding material
with a hollow aluminum jet tip; liner thickness: 1 mm
175
Figure 118: UIUC: Velocity along the radius from a 1 mm liner thickness simulation
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APPENDIX H: INITIAL 25MM SIMULATIONS
A. A STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVE
Initial simulations with a 25 mm NM charge, PTFE (Teflon) casing, and a conical
copper liner were conducted. The computational setup is shown in Figure 119, note that
only the upper half is computed because of cylindrical symmetry. The area of fixed gauges
is shown detailed in Fig. 120. The setup is based on the mechanical drawings in appendix
C.A.
The fixed gauges are applied to measure the outflowing jet. These are placed
equidistant at the right side of the grid (standoff = 2 Cone Diameter (CD)) from y = 0
to 4 mm with a gap of 0.1 mm. Boundary conditions are applied in the same way like in
Fig. 66. Another important variable is the mass flowing out of the grid, monitored by the
outflow boundary. With the jet velocity and the mass data one can analyze the velocity vs.
cumulative mass and compare it to other simulations.
The characteristics of the jet generated from the nitromethane charge was estimated
and compared with similar computational results from Haywood and Woody. These results
are presented in appendix H.B.
The Teflon body is included in this computational setup. In subsequent simulations
the Teflon body was excluded in the computation because an adequate structural failure
model was not found and it can be reasonable to assume that the body fails in tension
almost immediately after detonation. These simulations have been conducted by Haywood
and Woody.
B. CODE VALIDATION
Since, in this research the latest version of ANSYS AUTODYN was used, both,
version 11 and 12.0 were compared on the basis of the 25 mm simulation. The resulting
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Figure 119: Layout for 25 mm NM charge
178
Figure 120: Area of fixed gauges at the right side of the grid
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velocity plot (Fig. 121), measured with the fixed gauges, shows few differences which
occurred from slightly different material removal times.
Figure 121: Comparison of X-velocity prediction between AUTODYN versions 11 and 12
The results for the 25 mm charge, described in section H.A were compared with
fellow researchers, Haywood and Woody, and found to be almost identical. The velocity
vs. time and velocity vs. cumulative mass plots are presented in Fig. 122 - 125. The
higher jet tip velocity in the 7@2CD (7 cells/mm, standoff = 2 CD) simulation resulted
in a right-shifted velocity vs. cumulative mass graph (Fig. 125). Both 7@2CD simula-
tions setups have been checked a second time and both simulations were each conducted
with AUTODYN version 11 and 12.0. The results of these recalculations are identical. Al-
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though identical simulations were conducted, one should keep in mind to check anomaly
simulation results to increase the statistical significance.
Figure 122: Comparison of Velocity vs. Time prediction between Haywood & Woody and
Hasenberg; zoning: 5 cells/mm
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Figure 123: Comparison of Velocity vs. Time prediction between Haywood & Woody and
Hasenberg; zoning: 7 cells/mm
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Figure 124: Comparison of Velocity vs. Cumulative Mass prediction between Haywood &
Woody and Hasenberg; zoning: 5 cells/mm
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Figure 125: Comparison of Velocity vs. Cumulative Mass prediction between Haywood &
Woody and Hasenberg; zoning: 7 cells/mm
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